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Softball at UAB, 4 p.m.
▼Friday
Baseball at New Orleans, 6:30 p.m.
Women’s Tennis at Belmont, 2 p.m.
Men’s Tennis atBelmont, 2 p.m.
▼Saturday
Women’s Golf at Ball State Classic, Muncie,Ind.
Baseball at New Orleans, 4 p.m.
Men’s Golf atBluegrass Invitational,Lexington
Women’s Tennis atLipscomb, 10 a.m.
Men’s Tennis at Lipscomb, 10 a.m.
Softball at Louisiana-Monroe, 4 p.m.
▼Sunday
Baseball at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Softball at Louisiana,Monroe, Noon
Men’s Golf atBluegrass Invitational,Lexington
Women’s Golf at BallState Classic, Muncie,Ind.
COdy duTy/HErAld
Freshmen pitcher Garrie Krueger kicks some dirt in frustration after talking to pitching coach Matt
Meyers and catcher Matt rice in the game against Eastern.  Krueger came in the eighth inning as 
the fifth pitcher and gave up one run on two hits and struck out two. The Toppers fell to the Colonels
9-5 bringing their overall record to 18-13 and their Sun Belt record to 6-6. Their next game is Friday in 
New Orleans.
Western drops games to Vanderbilt, Eastern
BASEBALL
RYAN CAREYHerald reporter
If one were to look out in the
field, the Toppers appeared to have
come to play in last night’s 9-5 loss
to Eastern Kentucky last night at
Nick Denes Field.If you ask the players them-
selves, they may tell you other-
wise.
“We didn’t really come out
ready to play today as well as 
we would’ve liked to,” freshman 
catcher Matt Rice said. “We’ve
got to come out more aggressive
next time.”The basic consensus was that
the Toppers (18-13, 6-6 Sun Belt
Conference) just did not come to play 
last night against the Colonels (13-
13-1, 5-4 Ohio Valley Conference).
Western took a 1-0 lead in the
bottom of the first inning when 
junior shortstop Terrence Dayleg 
hit a solo home run.Junior pitcher Matt Hightower
got the start last night and held the
Colonels to two runs on five hits 
through five innings.On the night, the Toppers were 
able to get runners in scoring 
position, but failed to drive them 
in.
An opportunity came in the
bottom of the fourth inning with
two outs and a runner in scor-
ing position, but senior center
fielder Scott Kaskie got caught in
a pickle to end the inning.
“Tonight we just did not have
good approaches,” coach Chris
Finwood said. “I mean, a lot of
weak pop-ups, strikeouts, things
like that.”When Hightower was relieved
in the sixth inning, things started
off badly and only got worse.S e e D R O P S , p a g e  9
Darrin Horn announced 
today that Western assis-
tant coaches Scott Cherry,
Cypheus Bunton and Neil
Berry will all take posi-
tions as assistants on Horn’s 
South Carolina staff.Cherry and Bunton
will serve as assistant
coaches, while Berry’s
role is yet to be deter-
mined. 
The announcement
comes three days after the
Toppers announced that 
Ken McDonald would 
become Western’s new
head coach, replacing 
Horn.
Bunton spent the
past four seasons under
Horn on the Hill. Berry
had been on staff as an
intern for two seasons 
until moving to a full-
time assistant position
this season. Cherry spent
one season at Western
after spending the previ-
ous four as an assistant at
George Mason.There has been no 
word on who McDonald
will hire on his staff.Check wkuherald.
com for more coverage.
— David Harten
▼Sports Brief
Senior forward Crystal Kelly was one
of 20 women’s players invited to the
WNBA draft at the Innisbrook resort
and Golf Club in Palm Harbor, Fla.
But over the course of the draft, 
more and more of other prospects’
names were being called out as teams
made their selections, and Kelly said 
she started feeling nervous.
“The room was clearing out and I
thought ‘Oh my gosh, please
don’t let me be the girl who 
gets invited and doesn’t get 
drafted’,” Kelly said.But she was finally draft-
ed, with the 31st pick, by the 
Houston Comets.This was another honor in a
series of accolades for Kelly.
She currently holds nine program 
records, including points scored,
rebounds, points per game and 
rebounding average.She also hold the Sun Belt’s all-
time career scoring record, with 2,803
points. She was named to the all-con-
ference team all four seasons, and
named the Sun Belt player of the year 
at the end of this season.
“It’s a great step forward for Crystal
Kelly,” lady Topper coach Mary Taylor
Cowles said. “She is now able to think
there is going to be basketball in her 
life after college as a profession.”
Kelly becomes only the third lady
Topper to be drafted into the WNBA,
and was the highest pick in program
history.
Sharae Mansfield was the 33rd
overall pick by the Comets in the 2001
draft, and Tiffany Porter-Talbert was
the 36th pick in the 2006
draft, going to the los 
Angeles Sparks.despite getting draft-
ed, both Mansfield and
Porter-Talbert did not play 
a minute in the WNBA.
“regardless of what
round you get drafted in,
you still have to make the team,” Kelly
said. “I think I put myself in a really
great position to make an impact in
Houston.”Kelly was also honored by three All-
American teams this season. She was
named an honorable mention by both
the WBCA and the Associated Press.
She was also named to the All-American
third team by CBS. Sportsline.com.
CHRIS ACREEHerald reporter
April 200831st overall pick inthe WNBA draft
“It’s a greatstep forward for Crystal Kelly.”— Mary Taylor Cowelslady Topper coach
July 2004 Kentucky MissBasketball CrystalKelly enrolls atWestern
December 2006 Kelly named to lady Topper all-Cenntenial team asactive player
March 2008Kelly Named SunBelt Conference player of the year
Lady Topper great Crystal Kelly taken in third
round by Houston Comets in WNBA Draft
S e e D R A F T , p a g e  9 a
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Western dedicates the 
new Health Services 
building, which 
continues plans for 
growth.
    Men’s 
Soccer Cut
▼
Current players, former 
players and other alum-
ni plan to protest men’s 
soccer cut at Board 




and click on the tab on 
the left, labeled “Print 
Edition,” to download 
a PDF of the complete 
print newspaper.
The three mayoral candidates partici-
pated in a forum on Tuesday hosted by the 
Bowling Green Lodging Association.
 Candidates Mayor Elaine Walker, 
Commissioner Brian Strow and former 
Interim Police Chief Jerry Wells were at 
the forum, which is in preparation for the 
primary on May 20.
Each candidate was given five minutes 
for an opening statement, then they were 
asked pre-selected questions by the Lodging 
Association before giving closing remarks.
Each candidate opened with their focus.
Strow, who is also an associate econom-
ics professor, cited his four years of experi-
ence on the City Commission as well as his 
expertise in economics.
He said his focus will remain on side-
walk and road construction, but he won’t 
push for more taxes.
“I want to run the government as effi-
ciently as possible with the resources we 
already have,” he said. 
Walker concentrated on her record and 
her dedication to the city.
She said that in her term as mayor, she 
brought economic development to the city, 
including 1,600 new jobs and several new 
companies.
Walker also mentioned her love of 
Bowling Green, and how she and her hus-
band came to visit in the early 1990s and 
ended up staying.
“Our difference is our people,” she said.
Wells also talked about his love and 
dedication to the city.
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    Tuesday▼
▼    SGA
Judiciary
Judicial Council grants 
seats to both candi-
dates tied for senato-
rial position, delays 




Coverage of Saturday’s 
Student Research 
Conference, where 
more than 150 students 
from 25 departments 
present research and 
art projects 
▼    Legislative
priorities
As legislative ses-
sion nears it’s end, 
Western waits on a bill 
that would grant the 
Academy of Math and 
Science the power to 
grant diplomas. 
PAGE 6A
    Diversions▼
About 44 percent of 
adults convert from 
their childhood faiths. 
A look at Western 
students who’ve made 
such change in college 
PAGE 1B
▼ SGA Campus 
Cleanup
At 4:30 p.m., SGA mem-
bers will walk the cam-
pus to pick up trash.
www.wkuherald.com
It’s official: Western is the grand prize 
winner of the ONE Campus Challenge, a 
nationwide challenge to raise awareness 
about global poverty.
As the winner, Western will receive a 
concert featuring Martin Royle and Pash, 
Georgie James and Army of Me. Army 
of Me’s song “Thinking it Over” was 
featured on the video on ONE Campus 
Challenge’s blog.
Western will also receive messages 
from Bono, Chris Daughtry and Jessica 
Szohr on behalf of the ONE Campaign.
The ONE Campus Challenge posted a 
video on their blog yesterday afternoon 
showing clips and photos submitted by 
several of the schools. The end of the 
video announced that Western was the 
grand prize winner.
Western should have found out the 
results of the competition April 8.
According to the ONE Campus 
Challenge blog, taking care of the 
fraudulent voting issues with Princeton 
University and the University of Nevada 
at Las Vegas slowed the judging process.
They apologized for the delay.
Princeton and UNLV reportedly used 
pattern-based e-mails to try and skew the 
popular vote results. Western won the 
popular vote with 4,796 votes.
Louisville junior 
Travis Plamp, the unoffi-
cial mascot of Western’s 
ONE Campus Challenge, 
said he was glad the focus 
was shifted back to the 
ONE Campaign.
“I was really relieved 
we won,” said Plamp, 
who dressed up as a robot 
to draw attention to ONE 
campaigners.
He said that after the cheating scandal, 
people seemed to be moving away from 
raising awareness about global poverty and 
cared more about winning the competition.
Louisville sophomore 
Kristen Houser said she 
was sincerely excited 
about the win.
“It’s just so awesome 
to see it culminate for all 
the people who worked 
so hard on it,” she said. 
She said she had 
forgotten all about the 
concert while the ONE 
Campus Challenge was going on.
EMILY ULBER
Herald reporter
Western wins ONE Campus Challenge
“It’s just so awesome 
to see it culminate for 
all the people who 
worked so hard on it.”
— Kristen Houser
 Louisville sophomore
S e e O N E ,  p a g e  3 a
BRIANA SCROGGINS/HERALD
City Commissioner Brian Strow, Mayor Elaine Walker, and former Interim Chief of 
Police Jerry Wells met on Tuesday for the mayoral primary forum.  
Mayoral candidates prepare for primary
LAUREL WILSON
Herald reporter
S e e M A Y O R A L ,  p a g e  6 a
A little more than a week 
after being elected to the Student 
Government Association and 
nearly three weeks before taking 
office, newly elected executives 
are looking to make next semester 
one of change.
President-elect Johnathon Boles 
said he agreed 
with the posi-
tion of a 
Herald edito-
rial published 





is not a ragged 
shack, but 
rather (SGA 
P r e s i d e n t ) 




now it is my 
job to ensure 
that we con-
tinue to build 
sound walls 
and a roof for 
the structure,” 
Boles said, 
referring to a 
cartoon that 
accompanied 
the editorial.  
Boles said 
he will not 
discuss some 
details of his 
plan for SGA 
until he has 
spoken with 
students and the student senate.
But Boles outlined some of his 
primary goals.
He said the main goal for his 
administration is to increase diver-
sity in SGA.  
One step in his plan to increase 
student participation is to create a 
lower house that would be subser-
vient to the senate, Boles said.  
The new house would be made 
up of students and would not have 
as strict participation requirements, 
Boles said. 
Boles said he felt that if there 
is a forum for students to air their 
concerns without being required 
to attend regularly, volunteer in 
events or meet academic require-
ments, then the SGA might suc-
ceed in gaining more perspectives.
Boles said he also plans to form 
an ad hoc committee to look into 
ways SGA can increase diversity 
and awareness of SGA among the 
student body. 
The Herald editorial proposed 
a system of direct representation, 
under which each senat r would 








“The SGA is 








now it is my 
job to ensure 
that we con-
tinue to build 
sound walls 





S e e B O L E S ,  p a g e  5 a
AARON BORTON/HERALD
Mack Lee sits in front of the window of the retirement home where he lives in Tampa, Fla. Lee started his own publication, the Tom-
Tom, in 1939. The Tom-Tom was just one of many business ventures Mack pursued.
Mottley Adams Dick Lee Mack Lee
In 1939, the World was at War. A Great Depression blanketed the 
nation. Kids in Bowling Green, two brothers and a friend, enjoyed 
a simpler life. They were the Tom-Tom, a newspaper. PAGE 1B




for live coverage of the 
Board of Regents meet-
ing Thursday, where 
President Gary Ransdell 
will propose a 9 per-
cent tuition increase. 
The board will discuss 
cuts for the next fiscal 
year.
A group of supporters for a Landlord-
Tenant Act made plans on Thursday to 
bring up fair housing issues at the next 
City Commission meeting on May 6.
The group held a public housing forum 
at Parker-Bennett Community Center on 
Thursday to raise community awareness 
about fair housing in Bowling Green 
and gain support for passing a Landlord-
Tenant Act that would protect tenants 
from unfair or discriminatory landlords.
Linda McCray, director of the Bowling 
Green Human Rights Commission, 
explained that there are currently no 
housing laws in Bowling Green equiva-
lent to the federal Fair Housing Act.
Last year, the commission looked at 
a Landlord-Tenant Act proposal, but it 
failed to gain enough support and was 
never passed.
McCray still wants a Landlord-Tenant 
Act.
“We have to be vocal about what we 
need in this community,” she said. 
McCray said the fair housing problem 
is threefold.
Code enforcement is one problem, she 
said. Many people won’t call code enforce-
ment because they are afraid of their land-
lords, and with no Landlord-Tenant Act, 
landlords can easily throw their tenants out 
if they complain, she said.
Abraham Williams, executive direc-
tor for the Housing Authority of Bowling 
Green, said that if landlords are not 
doing what the tenant wants, then the 




Concerned students and Bowling Green residents listen as city housing officials dis-
cuss housing codes and regulations. Fewer than 50 people attended the Fair Housing 
forum on Friday. 
Supporters of fair housing 



















It’s been nearly five years since a 
student was raped, sodomized and set on 
fire after returning to her dorm from a Pi 
Kappa Alpha fraternity party.
While the family of Melissa “Katie” 
Autry is preparing for the anniversary, 
Western continues to address security 
issues that arose out of the murder.
Autry’s death caused changes in not 
only those closest to 
her, but in campus life 
as well. 
Stephen L. Soules, 
convicted of her rape 
and murder, is serv-
ing life in prison with 
no chance for parole 
or probation as per 
the terms of his plea 
agreement.
Another defendant, Lucas Goodrum, 
was found not guilty.
Western prepares for the wrongful 
death claim brought against it by the 
Autry estate to the Board of Claims.
Meanwhile, an aunt of Autry wonders 
what has changed to make students safe 
from such attacks.
A family remembers
On May 4 and May 7 — the anni-
versaries of the attack and Autry’s death 
— Autry’s mother, sister, aunt and a few 
others come together at her grave to share 
memories, said Virginia Autry, the aunt 
who previously went by Virginia White. 
Autry’s sister, Lisa Autry, will usually 
HOLLY BROWN
Herald reporter
Autry family copes, WKU 
continues safety efforts 
Katie Autry
Before members of Western’s ONE 
Campaign ever set foot in Washington 
D.C. to lobby for global education, they 
had already had a brush with one of its 
champions.
“As we were leaving the airport (in 
Baltimore) on a shuttle, we started talk-
ing to the driver,” said Matt Vaughan, a 
freshman from Mexico, Mo. “It turns out 
he was from Sierra Leone. His father was 
actually responsible for building several 
schools there.”
Vaughan and four other members of 
Western’s ONE Campus Challenge are 
in Washington D.C. for Global Education 
Action Week. A total of 11 students from 
ONE campuses are attending.
The ONE Campaign aimed to raise 




lobby in D.C. 
S e e O N E ,  p a g e  7 a
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Students will pay about $280 more 
for tuition a semester beginning this 
fall, President Gary Ransdell said at 
the faculty and staff forum on April 
17.
Last semester, officials planned 
to stabilize the tuition increase at 6 
percent beginning in the next aca-
demic year until the 2011-12 aca-
demic year, the Herald previously 
reported.
A 9 percent tuition increase in 
2008-09 is part of the reaction to the 
6 percent budget cut to higher educa-
tion passed by the General Assembly 
earlier this month.
Ransdell will recommend the raise 
in tuition to the Board of Regents on 
Thursday.
The board has to approve all 
tuition increases.
Western was expecting about $7 
million in additional state money 
when Gov. Steve Beshear mandated 
the first 3 percent cut. The additional 
3 percent passed by the General 
Assembly brings the total cut to 
about $5 million.
“That’s about an $11 or $12 
million swing from what we were 
expecting,” Ransdell said.
He said the tuition increase won’t 
be used to offset the budget cuts in 
order to keep programs funded or fill 
new positions.
Instead, the revenue from the 
tuition increase will be used to 
replace some of the funds Western 
had expected from state money for 
growth and improvements.
About 60 percent of all costs at 
Western are for personnel, Chief 





President Gary Ransdell jokes with Christian Ryan, a 2007 alumna and  coordinator of 
Western’s recycling program, while she addresses her concerns with sustainability issues 
on campus. Ransdell held forums in the Mass Media and Technology Hall auditorium on 
Thursday to discuss any questions they had with the upcoming proposal of a tuition increase.
Board to vote on 9 percent tuition increase Thursday





u 9 percent tuition 
increase
u soccer cut 
protests
u future budget 
cuts
TUITION INCREASES




Source: Chief Financial Officer 
Ann Mead
*Mid-year increases. Semester 
rate is the average tuition of fall 
and spring terms.
HIKE LOOMS
College HeigHts HeraldPage 2A April 22, 2008






M K CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK
DAY
BY THE NUMBERS
Pounds of waste per campus com-




-Cultural Diversity Film Series, 5 p.m.-7:30 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 265
-EcoFlix, Is God Green?, 7 p.m., MMTH Auditorium
-Greek Week blood drive, 9 a.m.- 7 p.m., Preston Center
-Real World Sydney’s Parisa Montazaran, 1 p.m.-2:30 p.m., DUC
-Stresstivus, 8 a.m.- 5 p.m., DUC South Lawn
-The World Famous Lipizzaner Stallions, 7:30 p.m., Ag Expo Center
-Academic-Athletic Banquet, 6:30 p.m., Diddle Arena
-Earth Day Festival, all day, DUC South Lawn
-Fashion Show, 4 p.m.- 9:30 p.m., Ky room
-Greek Week blood drive, 9 a.m. - 7 p.m., Preston Center
-International Photos Gallery Show, 4 p.m., MMTH photo gallery
-SGA Student Senate, 5 p.m., DUC 305
-The World Famous Lipizzaner Stallions, 7:30 p.m., Ag Expo Center
-Bowling Green Western Symphony Orchestra Concert - Choral Spectacular, 7:30 p.m., First Baptist Church
-Accounting Department reception, 3 p.m.-4:30 p.m., Window Gallery
-An Evening of Dance, 8 p.m., Russell Miller Theatre
-EcoFlix- Is God Green?, 11 a.m., RedZone
-Exact Center of the Universe, 8 p.m.- 10 p.m., The Phoenix Theater, located on 545 Morris Alley
-Kayak Roll Clinic, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m., Preston Center
-Red Cross Blood Drive, 11 a.m.- 5 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 131
-Student Disability Services, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 112
-Student Support Services, 9 a.m.- 2 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 201
-Summer Sessions Registration Rally, 10 a.m.- 2 p.m., outside Java City (next to Helm Library)
-Board of Regents quarterly meeting, 9 a.m., MMTH, Cornelius Martin room
-WKU Concert Band Performance, 7:30 pm, Van Meter, Admission $5.
-An Evening of Dance, 8 p.m., Russell Miller Theatre
-Basic Rider Course, 6 p.m.-9 p.m., south campus
-Big Dawg Goat Sale, 6 p.m., Ag Expo Center
-Exact Center of the Universe, 8 p.m.- 10 p.m., The Phoenix Theater, located on 545 Morris Alley
-Senior Thesis Exhibition presented by the Department of Interior Design, Kentucky building, exhibit until 
May 11









u Joseph M. Hetzer, Brentwood, Tenn., was 
arrested on April 18 on 13th Avenue and State 
Street and charged with alcohol intoxication in 
a public place. He was released from the Warren 
County Regional Jail the same day on time 
served.
u Thomas A. Peppers, Bowling Green, was 
arrested on April 18 in the Poland Hall lot and 
charged with possession of marijuana and posses-
sion of drug paraphernalia. He was released from 
the Warren County Jail the same day on a court 
order.
u Daniel R. Hawkins, Louisville, was arrested 
on April 16 between Cherry and Gordon Wilson 
Halls and charged with alcohol intoxication in a 
public place. He was released from the Warren 
County Jail on April 17 on time served.
Reports
u Andre Goldwair, Louisville, reported on 
April 19 the theft of a watch from his dorm room 
in Keen Hall. The value of the theft was $800.
u De Shawn Malone, Louisville, reported on 
April 19 the theft of a laptop from his dorm room 
in Keen. The value of the theft was $1,500.
u David Barito, Louisville, reported on April 
17 the theft of a cell phone from the back basket-
ball courts. The value of the theft was $130.
u Danny Eakles, Western paint shop, reported 
on April 16 the theft of a paint sprayer from the 
WKU paint shop. The value of the theft was $12.
u Roben Owen, N’Style salon in Bates-Runner 
Hall, reported on April 16 the theft of money from 
the cash drawer. The value of the theft was $100.
Gallons of water used per campus 
community member per day.
39
Number of sheets of paper used per 
day at Western.
64,050
Same Herald, less ink on your fingers.
The entire print edition is now online at 
www.wkuherald.com
Police: Burglar thwarted at 
site of recent shooting
A would-be burglar was 
unsuccessful in his attempt last 
week to enter the house where 
a resident shot a 15-year-old 
boy this month during another 
alleged burglary attempt, accord-
ing to report from the Bowling 
Green Police Department.
Police responded to a call 
Friday from homeowner Jeff 
McGuire who said someone 
had tried to enter the back of 
the home at 525 Creekwood 
Court sometime between 3 p.m. 
Wednesday and 5 p.m. Friday, 
according to a police report.
Eros Berisaj, 15, was shot 
and killed April 3 while alleg-
edly attempting to break into 
the home.
Barry Pruitt, public informa-
tion officer for Bowling Green 
police, declined to say whether 
McGuire was the resident who 
shot Eros. 
McGuire could not be 
reached for comment.
The report stated that entry 
to the house last week was 
attempted by removing a win-
dow screen on the back of the 
house and by attempting to 
break the back door frame.
The would-be burglar, who 
placed five strips of duct tape on 
the back door windows, didn’t 
damage the windows, according 
to police.
McGuire told police that he 
didn’t believe the burglar got 
into the house as nothing was 
missing, the report stated.
J.B. Hines, an attorney who 
said he is representing a client 
affiliated with the investigation, 
declined previously to name his 
client, and said that his client 
will release a statement when 
the investigation is finished. 
— Larry Rowell
News brieft
College HeigHts HeraldApril 22, 2008 Page 3A
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Chester L. Davis, the profes-
sor emeritus of the Computer 
Science Department who pre-
sided over the formation of that 
department in the early 1970s, 
was known for his tremendous 
work ethic and love for com-
puter science.
Davis, 84, died on April 14 
at his home in Bowling Green.
Davis taught at Western from 
1967 to 1990.
His colleagues at Western 
say that Davis had a work ethic 
that was unrivaled in the depart-
ment.
John Crenshaw, retired pro-
fessor of computer science at 
Western, knew Davis for more 
than 30 years.
“No one ever outworked 
him,” he said, adding that Davis 
was the first one in the office in 
the morning and the last one to 
leave in the evening.
Crenshaw said Davis was the 
mastermind behind splitting the 
computer science department 
from the math department in 
the early 1980s. 
Davis had “sticktoitiveness;” 
once he conceived an idea, 
he saw it through to the end, 
Crenshaw said.
And if that perseverance in 
completing a project ruffled a 
few feathers along the way, so 
be it, he said.
“That’s the mark of a good 
leader — he gets the job done,” 
Crenshaw said.
Art Shindhelm, professor of 
computer science who arrived at 
Western in 1985, said he has fond 
memories of Davis’ kindness.
Davis invited Shindhelm to 
his home in a social setting dur-
ing the first few months that he 
was at Western.
He saw Davis as the “grand-
fatherly” type, with a wise 
personality and white hair, 
Shindhelm said.
Davis also mentored 
Shindhelm by giving him guid-
ance about life and Western, he 
said.
The Rev. Charles 
Rogers was Davis’ 
pastor at Christ 
United Methodist 
Church from 1992 to 
1997.
Rogers said that 
Davis was a person 
willing to do any-
thing he was asked; 
he was a very faithful 
member.
Davis was active in the com-
munity including the Bowling 
Green-Warren County Public 
Library Board, Friends of the 
Library, Habitat for Humanity 
and he served in various offices 
in the Sunday School and boards 
of Christ United Methodist 
Church.
Services for Davis took place 
on Saturday at J.C. Kirby and 
Son Lovers Lane Chapel fol-
lowed by burial in the Bowling 
Green Gardens.
In addition to his 
wife of 56 years, 
Mildred A. Davis, 
Davis is survived by 
two daughters, two 
sons, nine grandchil-
dren and one great 
grandchild.
Expressions of 
sympathy may be 
made to Hospice of 
Southern Kentucky 
or Christ United Methodist 
Church, both in Bowling 
Green.
Reach Larry Rowell 
at news@chherald.com.
OBITUARY





Workers at the Food Court 
in Downing University Center 
described Maxine Crawford as 
a faithful, hard-working woman 
who truly cared about others.
Crawford, 73, died at home 
on Saturday.
Crawford had a stroke, and 
was released from the hospital 
last week, said Linda Belcher, 
location manager for Dining 
Services. She had a massive heart 
attack about three days later.
It was very fast, so she didn’t 
suffer, Belcher said.
The night before she died, 
Crawford won $1,200 in bingo, 
Belcher said.
She had been advised to get 
out of the house and get some 
fresh air, Belcher said.
“She really enjoyed her 
night,” Belcher said, smiling.
Belcher, who worked with 
Crawford for about 11 years, 
said she was a faithful, outgoing 
employee, despite battling health 
problems such as emphysema.
She couldn’t stay away 
from work, even when it got to 
the point that she had to carry 
around an oxygen tank and 
work at the cash register so she 
could sit in a chair, she said.
“She just couldn’t stand stay-
ing at home,” Belcher said.
Crawford was 
close to many stu-
dents, Belcher said. 
Crawford joked 
with the students, 
and some of the older 
students would come 
back to Western to 
visit her.
Food Court work-
ers posted a flier on 
the cash register to 
notify students so 
they could pay their 
respects to Crawford.
“Ms. Maxine has been a won-
derful employee and friend for 
many years and will be deeply 
missed,” the flier stated.
Nessia Board, a cashier at 
the Food Court, said she had 
been friends with Crawford for 
about 25 years, and she had 
helped Board get through the 
death of her mother.
“She called me day and night 
when my mother died,” Board 
said. “It’s like losing a mother 
all over again.”
Board said Crawford was 
funny, sweet, always spoke her 
mind and was a fantastic bingo 
player who played often.
Crawford had 
her own set of stu-
dents who would 
come to her regis-
ter often, and many 
students loved her, 
she said.
C r a w f o r d 
worked at Western 
since September 
1992, and during 
that time she was 
a hard worker and 
cared about all the 
students, said Larry Killebrew of 
Dining Services human resourc-
es.
There were hardly any com-
plaints about her work dur-
ing her 15 years at Western, 
Killebrew said.
The funeral is at 2 p.m. today 
at the J.C. Kirby & Son Funeral 
Home on Broadway Avenue.




DUC Food Court worker dies, a 
‘wonderful employee and friend’    
Local legislators discuss 
end of session
Four Warren County rep-
resentatives agreed that this 
year’s session of the General 
Assembly was a difficult one 
because of state budget woes.
Legislators highlighted major 
events in the session, which 
ended on April 15. More than 
20 people attended the wrap-
up, which took place at 7:30 
a.m. on Monday at the Bowling 
Green Chamber of Commerce.
Speakers included House 
Speaker Jody Richards, D-
Bowling Green, Sen. Brett 
Guthrie, R-Bowling Green, Rep. 
Rob Wilkey, D-Scottsville and 
Rep. Jim DeCesare, R-Bowling 
Green.
Wilkey said this is the first 
time Kentucky will have less 
money to spend in both years of 
the budget biennium.
DeCesare said the budget is 
lean, but it’s also a “fiscally 
responsible budget.”
He pointed out that legisla-
tors reduced the 12 percent cut 
to postsecondary education that 
Gov. Steve Beshear proposed 
and restored four of Western’s 
capital construction projects 
that were vetoed by former Gov. 
Ernie Fletcher in 2006.
“Western is well taken care 
of,” he said.
The legislators commented on 
the possibility of a special session 
to work on legislation that wasn’t 
completed by the April 15 dead-
line, namely a bill to reform the 
pension system.
DeCesare said a special session 
isn’t necessary, and the General 
Assembly should wait until 2009 
to work on pension reform again.
Guthrie said a special session 
is needed if pension reform is to 
be ready for retirements and new 
people entering the workforce at 
the beginning of the year.
But legislators should be 
completely prepared to discuss 
and pass pension reform before a 
special session is called, he said.
— Michelle Day
News brieft
“She called me 
day and night 
when my moth-
er died. It’s like 
losing a mother 
all over again.”
— Nessia Board
 Food Court cashier
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The opinions expressed 
in this newspaper 
DO NOT reflect those of 
Western’s employees 
or of its administration.
The Herald encourages 
readers to write letters 
and commentaries 
on topics of public 
interest.  Here are a 
few guidelines:
1. Letters should not 
exceed 250 words, and 
commentaries should be 
700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. Please 
don’t submit plagiarized
work.
3. For verification, letters 
and commentaries MUST 
include your name, phone 
number, home town and 
classification or title.
4. Letters may not run in 
every edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the 
right to edit all letters for 
style, grammar, length and 
clarity.  The Herald does 
NOT print libelous submis-
sions.
POLLPEOPLE
“The way the economy 
is going it is probably 
necessary. All the state 
budget cuts has probably 





What do you think 
about Ransdell's 
proposed
9 percent tuition 
increase?
“What are you goin’ to 
do?” (shrugs) “I mean 
really what is he going to 
do? At least he met with 





Of course I hate it, but 
I understand that the 
state needs to make 
budget cuts and that it 






I really don’t know what 
to say. As a student I 
don’t want tuition to go 
up. I see a lot of con-
struction and sculptures 
going up and I want to 
know if that is where my 





A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine
STAFF EDITORIAL
If there were ever an equine state, it 
would be Kentucky. In 2010 the state 
will host the World Equestrian Games at 
the Kentucky Horse Park. It's the home of 
the most celebrated horse sporting event 
in the world, the Kentucky Derby. 
Aside from Kentucky’s equestrian 
fame, Kentucky is also the top beef cattle 
producing state east of the Mississippi 
according to the University of Tennessee 
Institute of Agriculture. 
According to the American Veterinary 
Association, 36 Kentucky counties 
lacked any food animal vets within their 
borders. Seventeen of these counties 
were significant food animal producers 
in the state.
Food animal vets are just what they 
sound like: vets that take care of animals 
that we eat, such as beef, swine and 
poultry.
The lack of vets is a problem for farm-
ers seeking immediate treatment for their 
livestock as well as providing preventa-
tive medicine such as vaccinations and 
booster shots.
Recently there has been a demographic 
shift with vet students. And unfortunately, 
this shift is not in line with what the state 
needs. Many students are now leaving 
school hoping to join existing practices 
instead of starting their own, and want 
to work steady hours instead of pulling 
calves in the middle of the night.
Kentucky does not even have its own vet 
school, which is less of a problem than one 
would imagine. Kentucky actually pays the 
difference between out-of-state and in-state 
tuition for students leaving Kentucky for 
Auburn or Tuskegee to go to vet school. 
In fact, this year Kentucky just opened 10 
more guaranteed positions for its students 
at Auburn and Tuskegee. 
But the need for fresh vets is high and 
Kentucky needs to seek more spots for its 
students at vet schools.
After all, the cost-benefit ratio is in 
Kentucky’s favor. The cost of having 
its own vet school would be an esti-
mated $100 million to start and sustain 
the program. Now it is just paying 
roughly $26,000 per student in the dif-
ference between in-state and out-of-state 
tuition.
Many in Kentucky would like to make 
more spots open at universities that have 
veterinary programs for its students. 
Unfortunately, money is hard to come by 
with a state budget that is teetering on a 
deficit.
 While lawmakers trim the fat off the 
budget, we hope that in future budget 
cycles they will leave the money reserved 
to support vet students alone. 
This editorial represents the majority 
opinion of the Herald's 10-member edito-
rial board.
Was it a slow news day?
The article posted April 17, 2008 titled 
“Sophomore charged with four felonies 
after pursuit” is a ridiculous article. 
What is the reason to make a full-
fledged article out of this situation? It was 
not in Bowling Green. Did the Courier-
Journal write an article about it? 
Honestly, I understand the journalistic 
need to report what happens – to report 
the facts with objectivity for the better-
ment of society, or whatever – but this 
isn’t public news. This instance affected 
Allison. It did not affect the student body 
as a whole. 
Yes, it involved a student of Western 
Kentucky University, but why plaster her 
picture across all of campus? Why make 
it an article of this magnitude? Why not 
treat it like the other crime offenses that 
occurred — like standard practice? Why 
dedicate a quarter of a page – 9 inches by 
6 inches – on this, when the other sev-
eral crime reports took up less space all 
together (5X6)? 
Why have a play-by-play? She 
“almost” hit a construction worker? Well, 
damn it, she didn’t, did she? Why include 
something she “almost” did? This isn’t 
some television show and it isn’t any-
body’s business. If this is a crime report, 
why include things that aren’t crimes. 
Last I heard, “almost” only counts in 
horse shoes and hand grenades. 
I was told part of the reason for printing 
this article was to dispel rumors; if people 
see just the report itself, just the crimes, 
then they wouldn’t understand. I was told 
“rumors” were already starting about what 
happened. Let rumors happen – if the 
people only know rumors, let them – that’s 
all they’ll get. Listen up — what once 
was a rumor to 50 or less people is now 
NEWS and PUBLIC INFORMATION/
SPECTACLE for 19,000 people. 
This is now in the annals of history 
and is recorded. It is an event that didn’t 
need to be publicized — it is a problem 
for Allison herself and the people who 
hold her dear; it is their right to make 
specifics known to whoever she wants 
and that choice no longer exists. 
The attempt to offer a balanced point 
of view – to save Allison’s character by 
hounding her family and friends to offer 
comments – was botched, forceful, and 
not wanted/desired by most any of the 
people involved. Why deface someone’s 
character like this? 
Yes, crimes occurred. Report those, if 
you feel it’s your duty. That’s the job of 
a journalist – we get it – but understand 
this doesn’t merit respect from the people 
involved. It doesn’t add credibility. And 
it doesn’t serve much more than to elimi-
nate trust in the news establishment. 
I know people at the Herald are friends 
with Allison, and honestly – how dare 
you? Are you that tied to your duty that 
you would publicly smear this girl’s repu-




Music downloads cause ruckus
A ruckus may be a disturbance or a 
commotion, but to Western students, it 
could also mean free and legal music.
Ruckus Network Inc. is a provider of 
digital entertainment, and it offers free 
and legal music for college students. 
According to the providers official Web 
site, the music library consists of more 
than 2.5 million tracks and more than 
4,000 movies and TV programs.
In March 2007, the College Heights 
Herald reported that Western was ranked 
No. 22 of colleges that receive the most 
music and movie theft complaints. The list 
was released by the Recording Industry 
Association of America (RIAA).
File-sharing can be dangerous, 
and Ruckus downloads are virus free. 
Western’s Division of Information 
Technology wants to stop illegal down-
loading, and the RIAA has endorsed 
Ruckus as a popular legal online music 
source. More than 60 other sites are also 
listed as destinations to get music online 
without breaking the law.
Ruckus has exclusive partnerships with 
206 affiliated schools, and some mem-
bers of Western’s Student Government 
Association are encouraging administra-
tors to apply for membership as an affili-
ate campus.
If the university partners with Ruckus, 
students will have access to faster down-
load speeds and decreased bandwidth 
usage. They will also have access to 
exclusive content like the students of the 
University of Kentucky currently do.
If Western partners with Ruckus, it 
will be the second university in the state 
of Kentucky to do so and the second from 
the Sun Belt Conference.
Arkansas State University has also 
partnered.
I urge students and administrators to 
utilize the services provided by Ruckus in 
order to refrain from illegal downloading.
Kendrick Bryan
Elizabethtown  junior
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Support our vets State needs to pay for more students to become veterinarians
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Because of accreditation 
quality standards, there are lim-
ited options for handling budget 
reductions and cost increases 
than people expect, she stated.
Danville sophomore Kevin 
Smiley said he thinks Ransdell 
only gave some of the story at 
the forum.
“The fact that the cuts aren’t 
being considered as what 
the tuition’s used for seems 
strange,” he said.
During the forum, he asked 
Ransdell if there was a way 
that Western could involve the 
students in the decision making 
process when cuts were being 
made.
“He seemed hesitant at the 
time,” Smiley said. “What I was 
looking for was another way 
for us to be part of the process 
because we’re the 19,000 people 
who use everything every day.”
Ransdell also said that 
officials will consider changing 
tuition rates so that students 
would pay for every hour instead 
of up to 12 hours.
“I know a lot of our students 
are in debt,” Ransdell said. 
“We’re going to continue to try 
to help our students as much as 
possible.”
He said the university 
will continue to invest in 
scholarships.
There was some criticism 
from the audience during the 
faculty and staff forum that 
students will be paying more for 
less by paying more tuition that 
funds only a few scholarships.
Student Government 
Association President-elect 
Johnathon Boles said he is 
going to involve the student 
body in the process of cutting 
Western’s budget as much as 
possible.
If there is a 9 percent tuition 
increase, he said it should be 
used to offset cuts to academic 
programs.
“I don’t approve of any 
tuition increases, but it has been 
worse in the past,” Boles said.
Ransdell said it’s important 
to continue to invest in 
improvements to the campus 
and the quality of the Western 
degree.
“That’s the tough part of 
reducing your budget while 
trying to retain some sense of 
momentum,” he said.
Western is working with 
a performance contracting 
company to reduce how much is 
paid on utilities, he said.
During the student forum, he 
also said that Western tries to 
work with donors who contribute 
to specific programs to get them 
to apply a portion of their gift to 
academics as a whole.
“As long as it doesn’t 
compromise the university or 
damage the university integrity, 
we’re going to take it and be 
thankful,” he said.
Ransdell announced a few 
other changes to the budget at 
the faculty and staff forum and 
at the student forum, which 
immediately followed.
The General Assembly 
approved a 1 percent raise for 
faculty and staff, but Western 
has decided instead to use the 
same amount of money to give 
$500 dollar raises.
Ransdell said the $500 raises 
are meant to protect more of the 
faculty and staff who are more 
susceptible to the problems of 
the current economy.
“It’s a benefit to the 
employees at the lower end of 
the pay scale at the expense of 
the employees at the higher end 
of the pay scale,” he said.
The board will meet at 9 a.m. 
Thursday in the Cornelius A. 
Martin Regents room in Mass 
Media and Technology Hall.
If the board approves the 
2008-09 budget, it will go to 




Reach Holly Brown 
at news@chherald.com.
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Zakiya Taylor, education 
coordinator for the Human Rights 
Commission, said this isn’t 
possible for many tenants because 
they don’t have the money to pay 
a deposit and first-month’s rent 
on a new property. They end 
up staying and not calling code 
enforcement, she said.
Another problem that 
McCray named was race 
discrimination. 
McCray said many landlords 
are discriminatory and without 
fair housing laws and, there’s 
nothing that can be done about it.
A third housing issue is 
the problem of substandard 
properties, McCray said.  In 
her work for the Human Rights 
Commission, she’s seen many 
cases where a property has open 
sewage, rats and mold.
Code enforcement can’t 
do anything about properties 
in those conditions until it is 
aware of them, and people need 
to report these problems to his 
department, said Alex Colovos, 
code enforcement coordinator 
for the Department of Housing 
and Community Development.
Mayor Elaine Walker 
attended the forum and said that 
she supports fair housing laws, 
but pointed out that she was 
the only commission member 
present.
Three votes would be needed 
to pass an ordinance. 
“I’m very heartened by this 
group, but talking to the choir 
isn’t going to get this done,” 
Walker said.
She encouraged the group to 
get the message out to the rest 
of the commission so that action 
could be taken.
“Until they’re uncomfortable 
enough not caring, they won’t 
commit,” Walker said.
Reach Laurel Wilson 
at news@chherald.com.
President Gary Ransdell 
announced a $1.5 million gift 
to the Suzanne Vitale Clinical 
Education Complex Friday on 
behalf of the Center for Special 
Needs Trust Administration in 
Clearwater, Fla.
The gift resulted in the 
naming of the CEC after 
Vitale.
Vitale is the chair of the 
CEC Charter Committee. 
Ransdell recognized her for her 
work with its development.
The gift also created a 
program manager position of 
the Kelly Autism Program, a 
teacher supervisor position for 
the Early Childhood Center 
and a coordinator position 
for the Family Resource 
Program.
“To be able to recognize 
someone whose passion, 
energy, commitment, drive, 
fearlessness, resolve — how 
many more adjectives can I 
use?” Ransdell said, laughing.
In appreciation for the 
gift, Vitale announced the 
Leo Govoni Family Resource 
Endowment Fund.
Govoni is the director 
of the Special Needs Trust 
Administration.
Govoni and Vitale met on 
an elevator at the International 
Conference on Education 
in Hawaii in 2006. Govoni 
overheard Vitale talking about 
the CEC, and told her he had 
the money to fund it.
“I will never meet another 
man on an elevator who will 
mean as much to me,” Vitale 
said, laughing.
The $1.5 million gift is 
the second from the Special 
Needs Trust Administration. 
They made an initial gift of 
$750,000, $500,000 of which 
helped fund the completion of 
the CEC building.
Provost Barbara Burch called 
the CEC a unique partnership.
“Without the private 
support, drive, passion and the 
genuine heart of the people 
behind it, it would not exist,” 
she said. “It has truly become 
an exceptional and unique 
program.”
Vitale explained the 
progress of the development 
of the CEC.
“In 2003, after President 
Ransdell successfully completed 
his first development campaign, 
I asked him, ‘can I have a couple 
million dollars?’” Vitale said.
She said she knew Bowling 
Green needed a facility for 
children with special needs 
and a place to train future 
therapists.
With the financial support 
of the Center for Special Needs 
Trust Administration and 
support from the community, 
the complex was built, and 
a collaborative staff came 
together to help with special 
needs, she said. 
The CEC building opened 
in the fall of 2006.
“It takes a village to rear 
a child, but it takes a larger 
village to rear a child with 
special needs,” Vitale said.
Vitale recognized her 
grandson, Phillip, who has 
Autism Spectrum Disorder, 
and several of his classmates 
from Briarwood Elementary 
School, who attended the 
event.
“They are the stars,” she 
said.
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Western administrators want 
to make future construction 
projects more environmentally 
responsible, starting with the 
new College of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences.
President Gary Ransdell men-
tioned the university’s plans to 
make the College of Education, 
Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design certified at 
the budget forum last Thursday.
LEED certification ensures 
that a building is environmen-
tally responsible, profitable and 
a healthy place to live and work, 
according U.S. Green Building 
Council’s Web site.
LEED certification has been 
considered for the College of 
Education since December 
2007, said Doug Ault, director 
of planning, construction and 
design.
But the plans have been 
hushed, GreenToppers President 
Sara Ferguson said.
Plans haven’t been highly 
publicized because Western has 
to make sure the certification 
would be within the $35 million 
project’s budget, Ault said.
It’s unknown how much 
money the LEED certification 
standards would take up, said 
John Osborne, associate vice 
president of campus services 
and facilities.
Osborne said he hoped to 
issue a press release about 
LEED certification this week.
LEED certification is one of 
two ways to cut down on util-
ity costs for buildings on cam-
pus, the other being an Energy 
Savings Performance Contract, 
which makes utility efficiency 
improvements to existing facili-
ties, Ransdell said.
Western is seeking an ESPC 
company to make evaluations.
Buildings can receive LEED 
certification at four different 
levels: basic certification, silver, 
gold and platinum, Ault said.
Western will aim for basic 
certification.
Western needs a receptive 
audience to the project, Ault said.
The rising interest in envi-
ronmental issues from groups 
such as GreenToppers helped 
show that it’s the right time for 
a LEED certified project, Ault 
said.
Berea College’s Lincoln Hall 
became Kentucky’s first LEED 
certified project in 2004.
The Lincoln Hall project 
generated interest in LEED cer-
tification on Western’s campus, 
Ault said.
It helped Western see the 
how other universities were 
looking at sustainability issues, 
he said.
A building’s certification is 
based on a point system.
Western now has about 19 
or 20 points of the 26 required 
to receive basic certification, 
Ault said.
The certification will be a 
two-part process. Some infor-
mation is submitted at the end 
of the design process and after 
the building’s constructed.
Some of Western’s points 
were earned in early stages 
when Habitat for Humanity 
recycled all recyclable materials 
from houses on Normal Drive 
and Regents Avenue.
The amount of recycled 
material before a building’s 
construction contributes to its 
score.
Actual certification won’t 
occur until after Western con-
structs the building, Osborne 
said.
Construction should begin in 
August of this year and end in 
the fall of 2010, Ault said.
Reach Marianne Hale 
at news@chherald.com.
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The bell of the Midwest was ring-
ing, Geology professor Michael May said, 
referring to the earthquake Bowling Green 
residents felt last week. 
The earthquake, which was centered 
in southeastern Illinois, sent shocks from 
Michigan to Georgia on Friday at about 
4:37 a.m.
There were no reported deaths caused 
by the earthquake, and damage in 
Kentucky was minimal, May said. There 
was some damage to buildings in down-
town Louisville.
There was no reported damage on cam-
pus, said Regina Sneed, work control cen-
ter associate in the facilities management 
department.
The earthquake was like ringing a bell 
because of the surface geology of this part 
of the country, May said.
Rock under the Earth’s surface in the 
region doesn’t have very many faults, or 
cracks in it, he said.
The situation is like a bell with no cracks 
that rings louder than a bell with cracks.
People could feel the earthquake for 
hundreds of miles because there aren’t 
very many faults to dampen the effects of 
an earthquake, he said.
In California, where earthquakes are 
more common, there could have been a 
stronger earthquake in Los Angeles that 
residents in Las Vegas might not have felt 
because there are more cracks in the rock 
in California, he said.
As of yesterday, the aftershocks of the 
5.2 magnitude earthquake hadn’t stopped, 
and the count was up to 23, May said.
He said he doesn’t know when they’ll 
stop, but earthquakes have a way of even-
tually working themselves out.
The earthquake occurred along the 
Wabash Valley seismic zone, May said.
A seismic zone is a group of faults 
where earthquakes are known to occur.
A 5.2 magnitude is a moderately strong 
earthquake, he said.
“It’s not major, but it gets people’s 
attention,” he said.
There typically is an earthquake with 
about a 4.0 magnitude about once every 
decade in the Wabash Valley seismic zone, 
he said.
The last earthquake was in 2005, and it 
had a magnitude of 5.0, he said.
There were reports after Friday’s 
earthquake that some dorms at Western 
had been evacuated, but those reports 
are untrue, said Brian Kuster, director of 
Housing and Residence Life.
Ed Evans, public affairs officer for 
the U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers in 
Nashville, said none of the 10 dams 
they monitor in the region, such as Wolf 
Creek Dam on Lake Cumberland, were 
damaged.
When this happens, it makes people 
aware that they should be prepared in 
case of a more severe earthquake, May 
said.
Reach Michelle Day 
at news@chherald.com.
BOWLING GREEN
Earthquake rattles Bowling Green
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
The judicial branch of the Student 
Government Association ruled on April 
16 that not enough information was avail-
able to enforce an official decision on a 
complaint that Red Towel Party support-
ers had set up an illegal polling station in 
Minton Hall. 
Skylar Jordan, who is currently SGA chief 
of staff, originally filed the complaint April 1 
before the election results were known.
Reagan Gilley, who beat Jordan in the 
race for administrative vice president, had 
denied the allegations. 
Jordan said he didn’t expect action, but 
hoped the investigation would strengthen 
enforcement of the SGA election codes for 
future elections.
Lisa Kappler, associate justice of the 
Judicial Council, said the council didn’t 
receive any more information about the 
polling station during the investigation. 
Kappler said that all four members 
present at the council meeting voted that 
there was not enough information for the 
council to make a decision supporting 
either candidate. 
Jordan said that he was not disap-
pointed by the decision but was satisfied 
that the Judicial Council had conducted an 
adequate investigation and had explored 
all possibilities. 
“I never anticipated, when I filed the 
complaint, that I would be upset if there 
wasn’t any action,” said Jordan. “If there 
was no violation then that’s great.”
Gilley said that he tried to stay out 
of the Judicial Council hearings but felt 
confident that the Judicial Council had 
preformed their duties well during the 
investigation.
“I hope that with the investigation behind 
us, that we can concentrate on the SGA and 
upcoming semester,” said Gilley.  
Gilley said that he hoped when the 
senate convened for next semester that 
they would look into revising the election 
codes to avoid situations such as this in 
the future.  
Reach Neil Siders 
at news@chherald.com.
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She said Autry’s mother 
Donnie Autry and Lisa Autry 
still have bad days.
She said holidays, Autry’s 
birthday and the anniversary of 
her death are always difficult. 
“I’ve caught myself saying 
‘Katie’ at Christmas,” she said. 
“I would say something like, 
‘that’d look good on Katie.’ It 
just came out.”
Sometimes, she said, she 
forgets that Autry is gone.
“You can’t help but wonder 
what she’d be doing and what 
she’s not getting to do,” Virginia 
Autry said.
Now, she lies at Rosine 
Cemetery in Ohio County, 
beside her grandparents. 
A campus learns
Brian Kuster, director of 
Housing and Residence Life, 
said the day Autry was found, 
the doors in dorms went from 
being locked after midnight to 
being locked 24 hours.
The murder happened when 
students were already moving 
out of the dorms, so Western 
was able to immediately make 
changes to the dorms, he said.
The Campus Safety Task 
Force was assembled to evaluate 
safety concerns on campus.
The task force was consisted of 
parents, students, staff, Bowling 
Green Fire Department officers, 
Bowling Green Police Department 
officers and campus police.
Gene Tice, vice president 
of Student Affairs and Campus 
Services, also served on the task 
force.
The task force turned in a 
report in July 2003, with 18 
recommendations for safety and 
emergency response.
Western observed all of the 
recommendations, sometimes 
spending more than was 
recommended and adding other 
safety measures, Tice said. 
“We tried to deal with as many 
things as possible,” he said.
There is only one entrance 
to each dorm now, instead 
of several; others are now 
emergency exits.  
Western moved check-in desks 
by entrances, allowing resident 
assistants to monitor entries.
One recommendation was to 
improve lighting on campus and 
establish a lighting standard.
Tice said the result of the 
task force recommendation was 
that Western would invest about 
$50,000 a year into lighting and it 
would have taken up to 10 years 
to complete the lighting project.
“The president agreed to 
invest and do it in a year’s 
time,” Tice said.
The $1 million project will 
blanket the main campus this 
summer.
Western went beyond task 
force recommendations by 
prohibiting alcohol in fraternity 
and sorority houses.
Tice also said Western has 
installed cameras all over campus.
Kuster said that Autry’s 
murderer being a non-student 
seemed to inspire students to be 
more cautious. 
General Counsel Deborah 
Wilkins said the task force 
caused some change to campus 
security, but the bigger drive 
came after the shooting at 
Virginia Tech.
“I think the Autry case 
was unquestionably a horrible 
thing, but I think it involved a 
perpetrator who set out to kill 
an individual,” Wilkins said. 
“We’re never going to be able 
to prevent that.”
Reach Holly Brown 
at news@chherald.com.
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Representing Western 
are Vaughan,  Louisville 
sophomore Kristen Houser, 
Bowling Green freshman Jamie 
Lokey, Lexington sophomore 
Greg Capillo and Morganfield 
freshman Charlie Harris.
Global Education Action 
Week stems from the Global 
Campaign for Education, an 
organization that advocates free, 
public education for all people.
“We’re being joined by 
people from all over the world,” 
Vaughan said. “We’re rallying 
our leaders and trying to hold 
them more accountable.”
About 72 million children 
all over the world don’t receive 
public education, Vaughan said.
Vaughan and the students 
arrived in Washington D.C. on 
Sunday.
Since then they’ve been 
listening to different world 
leaders speak about the global 
education crisis and attending 
training sessions on how to 
speak to their legislators. 
The students will meet today 
with the staffs of Sens. Mitch 
McConnell and Jim Bunning and 
the representatives from each of 
their hometown districts.
They hope to convince the 
legislators to co-sponsor the 
Education for All Act, which 
intends to secure $3 billion by 2012 
to provide a quality basic education 
for everyone in the world.
“We’re also delivering the 
300-plus letters to the legislators 
we collected at ONE Day at 
Western,” Vaughan said. “We’re 
letting them hear the voices of all 
the Hilltoppers who spoke up.”
Houser was able to set up a 
direct meeting with Rep. John 
Yarmuth, D-Louisville.
“I got pretty lucky,” she said.
Students will also attend a press 
conference with the musician 
Shakira, the honorary chair of the 
Global Campaign for Education 
Action League, according to an 
itinerary.
The week in Washington 
is geared toward high school 
organizations, Vaughan said. 
Vaughan attended Global 
Education Action Week when 
he was a senior in high school.
He said he saw the 
opportunity for Western 
students at the event.
Vaughan said that during the 
ONE Campus Challenge, ONE 
officials sent an e-mail to the 
campus leaders of the top 10 
schools about Global Education 
Action Week. 
Vaughan replied and asked if 
a few members of the campaign 
would be able to join him.
Houser said the sessions have 
been helpful in teaching her 
ways to talk to the legislators 
and how to be more effective.
“This has given me a much 
better global perspective,” 
Houser said. “I’m seeing how 
other people my age are dealing 
with this, and I’ve learned a lot 
about my style and what I want 
to do in the future.”
Houser said that while she 
thinks lobbying the government is 
important, she sees herself being 
directly involved with countries 
in need of basic education.
Reach Emily Ulber 
at news@chherald.com.
ONE
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Beer of the Month $2.95
Karaoke 
Tuesday
Karaoke 8:30 - 11:30 PM
12 Wings for $5.99 
All Day




$1.95 - 22 oz.






Join Us on the Patio
Live Music 8:30 PM
Beer of the Month $2.95
Hot Server Sunday
Shuffleboard Tournament 4 PM
Rock Band 8 PM till Close
Margaritas - $1.95 1 PM till Close
$1.95 - 22 oz. Beer of the Month Draft 1 PM till Close
$1.95 Domestic Bottles 1 PM till Close
12 Wings for $5.99 All Day
(Hot Server Includes All Guests)
1780 Scottsville Road
This current scenario couldn’t 
have happened at a better time 
for the Lady Toppers.
Following a 10-game losing 
streak, Western has won four 
out of its last five games with 
three weeks left before the Sun 
Belt Conference tournament.
Western (18-26, 4-13 Sun 
Belt Conference) followed its 
sweep of Tennessee Tech with 
another conference series vic-
tory over North Texas.
“Our pitching really stepped 
up this weekend and kept North 
Texas off-balance,” coach Tyra 
Perry said. “(junior pitcher) 
Ryan (Rogge) and (junior pitch-
er) Jennifer (Kempf) did a great 
job of keeping their batters in 
check and our offense stepped 
up behind them.”
The Lady Toppers won the 
third game of the series on 
Sunday 5-3.
Junior second baseman Terri 
Ellingsworth hit her first home 
run of the season and tallied 
three RBIs on the day.
“The home run was simply 
the best feeling,” Ellingsworth 
said. “We’ve had a mentality 
change recently that has allowed 
us to come out and win.”
Junior pitcher Ryan Rogge 
pitched a complete game allow-
ing three runs on five hits to 
pick up her 11th win on the 
season.
On Saturday, Western split a 
double-header with North Texas 
winning the first game 1-0 and 
losing the second 13-7.
The Lady Toppers were sim-
ply out-hit in the second game, 
giving up 16 hits and collecting 
only nine.
Junior left fielder Sam Cronk 
paced Western with two hits, 
two RBIs and two runs.
In the first game, Rogge and 
Kempf showcased the pitching 
prowess Perry had been talking 
about.
Kempf started the game and 
picked up the win, allowing 
no runs on three hits in four 
innings.
Rogge struck out the final 
two batters in the seventh inning 
with two runners on in scoring 
position to earn the save and 
secure a win.
“We all played well this 
weekend which is what we need-
ed to get the wins,” sophomore 
catcher Rachelle Boucher said. 
“The difference was that we got 
the hits when we needed them.”
During its losing streak, 
Western struggled with getting 
the timely hit, and in the wins 
last week, players were able to 
get those hits.
Another aspect that troubled 
the team was staying mentally 
tough and positive.
“Now we have people who 
are mentally taking us up a 
level,” Perry said. “Before, we 
would have a mental letdown 
in a big situation, and now we 
are coming through in those 
situations.”
Boucher added that their 
focus was there this weekend 
and they came out with a pos-
itive attitude and knew they 
could win.
The Lady Toppers play their 
next games at Belmont in a 
double-header starting 1 p.m. 
Wednesday in Nashville.
Reach Corey Ogburn 
at sports@chherald.com.
SOFTBALL
Lady Tops win four of five, stay alive
COREY OGBURN
Herald reporter
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Cregar’s excitement for 
cranking one over the wall 
hasn’t diminished. 
“It’s surprising every time,” 
he said. “The next one is always 
the best feeling in the world. 
Each one’s better.”
Cregar has not made any 
adjustments to his approach on 
the ball or to his swing.
“It’s just happening,” he 
said. “I can’t explain it.”
“It” did not happen this week-
end in the Toppers’ (23-16, 10-
8 Sun Belt Conference) three-
game conference series finale 
against Arkansas State (16-24, 
5-13 Sun Belt Conference).
But Western did not need 
Cregar to hit a home run to 
complete the sweep in Sunday’s 
13-5 victory.
The Toppers had 21 hits to 
the Indians’ nine.
With Sunday’s win the 
Toppers found themselves in a 
tie for fourth place in the Sun Belt 
standings with  Florida Atlantic.
“Today was a huge win,” 
junior shortstop Terrance 
Dayleg said. “There’s a huge 
difference between being 10-8 
(in the conference) and being 
9-9. At 10-8 we’re up there with 
the top teams.”
Western’s bats had no prob-
lem making contact with the 
ball Sunday afternoon, with six 
Toppers having two or more 
hits on the day.
The Toppers used back-to-
back five run innings in the 
sixth and seventh to complete 
the victory.
Senior pitcher Colby Beach 
got the start on Sunday and 
allowed three runs on five hits 
through his six innings.
“I thought overall as a team it 
may have been our best perfor-
mance of the year,” coach Chris 
Finwood said. “Our guys really 
came out and played with a lot 
of energy and enthusiasm.”
The Toppers won the 
Saturday match up 7-6 and col-
lected an 8-1 win last Friday.
Western now moves ahead to 
host Kentucky at 6 p.m. tomor-
row at Nick Denes Field.
Reach Ryan Carey 
at sports@chherald.com.
Cregar
Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the Fair Housing Act of 1968 which makes 
it illegal to advertise “any preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, 
handicapped status, families with children, or any intention to make such a preference, limitation or discrimination.” This 
newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the law. Our readers are hereby 
informed that all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available on an equal opportunity basis. Please notify 








3 bedroom, 1 bath
Upstairs Apartment























Earn up to $150 per day. 
Undercover Shoppers needed 
to judge retail and dining 





Local law office seeking 
part-time receptionist to work 
15-20 hours per work.  Please 
mail resume and references to: 
Office Manager, PO Box 1407, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 
42102-1407.
All Utilities Paid!
1 BR $549; 2 BR $599
3 Minutes to Campus!
New Fitness Center!
New Business Center & 
Computer Lab! New hardwood! 
Sparkling Pool! 







Earn $800-$3200 a month 
to drive brand new cars 




SALES and MARKETING 
POSITION. REAL sales and 
mktg internship working for 
Plan It Michigan, the free 
student planner avail. each fall! 
GREAT RESUME BOOSTER! 










1557 31 W Bypass
Call 781-2896. John, Kenny, 
Terry, Tracey & John.
Tuesday’s Paper: 4pm Friday,  Thursday’s Paper: 4pm Tuesday.Deadlines:
$6 for first 15 words, 30¢ each additional word.Pricing:
Want to place a classified ad? call today! 745-2653
We Accept Mastercard, Visa & Discover Card by phone or just stop by our new building! (across from MMTH)
1 Block from WKU
Very nice, 2 bdrm apartments 
1328 Adams St. $375/month
Lease and Deposit Required. 
No Pets. Call 846-2397
For Rent







2 bdrm., 1 bath apartment
$425/month. Nice neighbor-
hood. 8 minutes from campus. 
Large yard. Call 792-0881
Close to WKU
2 bdrm. house $500/month plus 
utilities and deposit. 
Call 796-7949.
The College Heights Herald 
is now hiring for the Fall semester 
for the following positions:
Advertising Department: Sales, 
Production; Writing: News, 
Sports, Features & copy edi-
tors; Graphics: page designers,  
graphic designers, cartoonist; 
Photography: staff photogra-
phers; Online: online assistants; 
Systems Managers (must know 
Mac OsX). The Herald also has a 
delivery position open! The Her-
ald  is a great Resume Builder! 
Come by Adams- Whitaker Stu-
dent Publications Center (across 
from Mass Media) to pick up an 
application. Applications are 
due April 25th, 2008.
••••••••••••••••••••
Full and part-time 
CNA openings. Apply in 
person Harborside Health Care. 
1381 Campbell Lane Bowling 
Green 42104 EOE.
••••••••••••••••••••
House for rent 3219 Small-
house Rd. 3 bdrm, 2 1/2 bath, 
large fenced in backyard. 
Minutes from WKU. 




Roommate needed to sublease 
Western Place Apartment 
starting May 12-July 31, 2008. 
$310/month, fully furnished, 
includes utilities, cable/internet. 
Will only be responsible for 
June and July’s rent. Please 
Call 812-604-8398. 
Make a difference!
Help girls grow strong, make life-
long friends & have fun in your 
free time!  Camp Pennyroyal & 
Bear Creek Aquatic Camp are 
now hiring: Unit Staff, Life-
guards (we can train), Boating 
& Waterfront Staff, Adventure 
Program Coordinator, Cooks, 
Kitchen Staff, & Health Supervi-
sors. Great benefits, fun traditions 
& playful atmosphere. Jobs are 




For rent: 1 floor of house at 
1537 Chestnut 3 or 4 bdrms. 
Call 791-7280.
••••••••••••••••••••Apartments for rent:
1362, 1327, 1329 College St.
1 or 2 bdrms. $285-$550 /month. 
Call Ken 791-7280.
2 well-kept rental houses
2 bdrm. and 4 bdrm.
Generates $1,055/month
3 blocks from WKU Campus
Call 270-791-2646
2 bdrm. Cottage 
Close to Campus. $650/month
Utilities included. No lease re-
quired. No pets. Call 843-3101.
••••••••••••••••••••
Part-time Customer Service
Afternoons until 6:30p.m., 
rotating weekend mornings. 




Can be used as 1 or 2 bdrm. 
Gas logs, new paint, appliances 
included. No pets. No parties. 
Deposit $350 and $350/rent. 
Call after 5p.m. 746-6769.
••••••••••••••••••••









For sophomore Miaie 
Williams, the Vanderbilt 
Invitational over the weekend 
wasn’t her best meet.
“It started off pretty bad,” 
Williams said. “It got depress-
ing, every race. I guess it wasn’t 
our weekend at Vanderbilt.” 
The Western track team 
competed in the Vanderbilt 
Invitational on Friday and 
Saturday in Nashville.
“Across the board, we did 
some good things,” coach Erik 
Jenkins said. “We had a lot of 
people show up and do things 
we really need people who might 
not be at the top of the Sun Belt 
Conference to do for us to win a 
team championship.”
Sophomore Terrill McCombs 
qualified for the NCAA region-
al in yet another event this out-
door season, when he ran the 
200-meter dash in a time of 
21.30 seconds, finishing fourth 
overall.
McCombs had already quali-
fied in the men’s 400-meter and 
the 4x100 meter relay.
McCombs also ran in the 
4x400-meter relay with junior 
Steve Wilson, junior Romaine 
McKay, and junior Alexander 
Larin in the Invitational. The 
team won that event in a time 
of 3:11.92.
In the other men’s relay, 
the 4x100-meters, the team 
of McCombs, junior Mandhla 
Mgijima, freshman Derrius 
Brooks, and sophomore Gavin 
Smellie finished third with a 
time of 41.14 seconds.
In the women’s 4x100 
meters, the team of Williams, 
senior Valerie Brown, sopho-
more Kellie Morrison and junior 
Alecia Brown finished third in 
46.42 seconds.
In other women’s events, 
senior Natalie Leeper finished 
second in the 3,000-meter 
steeplechase with a time of 
10:52.06.
Jessica Delaunay took fourth 
in the triple jump with a dis-
tance of 39-8.75.
In the throws, junior Matt 
Taitt and sophomore Brian 
Soverns recorded five top-eight 
finishes between them, and both 
recorded personal bests in the 
hammer throw. 
Taitt placed fifth in the dis-
cus with a throw of 152-9, and 
seventh in the hammer with a 
distance of 174-9. 
Soverns threw a distance 
of 168-10 in the javelin, good 
enough for fifth place. In the 
shot put he placed sixth with a 
distance of 52-6.75, and eighth 
in the distance with a throw of 
145-5.
“Friday and Saturday both 
were a little difficult because 
of the weather conditions, rain, 
wind, sleet, snow, it was a lit-
tle chilly,” throws coach Craig 
Morehead said. “That always 
makes it difficult when your 
throwing in the discus and the 
javelin and stuff like that.”
As the outdoor season runs 
into its last three weeks before 
the conference championship, 
Williams thinks the team will 
improve.
“Vanderbilt’s behind us, 
the past is the past,” Williams 
said. “We’ll move on. It will 
make us stronger and work even 
harder.”
Reach Chris Acree 
at sports@chherald.com.
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Black said the way the game 
ended has already boosted the 
team’s confidence, which he 
hopes will carry over into 
the fall.
“It lets us know that no 
matter who’s in, we can 
execute at the end of a game,” 
he said. “It shows that we have 
depth at every position and we 
can execute no matter who’s 
in there.”
But instead of adding a 
number to the win column at 
the end of this game, the White 
team was served steak by the 
Red team for the postgame 
meal, while the Red team ate 
hot dogs, which is the current 
Western tradition.
Elson said the tradition 
caused a competitive attitude 
among teammates leading up 
to the spring game.
“You want a game 
environment, and we had that,” 
he said. “And you want some 
pressure, because there’s going 
to be pressure in the fall.”
Reach Sarah Hyman 
at sports@chherald.com.
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“I think it is an example of 
one of the things that we’ve 
got to do and continue to do, 
thinking outside the box on 
growing our fan 
base,” Elson said.
They ended the 
day making the 
traditional walk 
down the Hill as 
part of Topper 
Walk.
Lois Wilkins 
took time to talk 
to Elson while 
the women stood 
on the sideline at 
Smith Stadium 
and watched the 




Wilkins’ husband became a 
professor at Western in 1965, 
and she has been following 
Western athletics ever since, 
she said.
“You’re never to old to 
learn something new,” Wilkins 
said. “It sounded fun.”
She did say that she wasn’t 
going to participate in the 
afternoon scrimmage and 
would leave that up to the 
younger ladies.
There were various ages 
represented at the clinic. 
However, one demographic 
that really wasn’t present was 
female Western students.
“We didn’t 
promote it as 
much as we 
probably should 
have with the 
students, and 
we will in the 
future,” Elson 
said. “I think 
with the stadium, 
that they’re just 
seeing things that 
will help the buy-
in naturally.”
With i t 
being the first 
year, Linda 
Nowell just had 
a few things 
she wanted to 
accomplish.
“I wanted the women to 
have fun here and enjoy it,” 
she said. “And want to be here 
on campus in the fall once 
games start.”




“I think it is an 
example of one 
of the things 
that we’ve got to 
do and continue 
to do, thinking 
outside the box 





Vandy invite brings more NCAA qualifiers
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
The season ended just last 
Friday, but the Toppers and 
Lady Toppers already feel like 
they have unfinished business 
for next season.
“We don’t really feel like we 
measured up to our potential,” 
freshman Currie Martin said of 
the team’s appearance in the 
Sun Belt Conference tourna-
ment.
Both the men and women 
ended their season with 4-0 loss-
es in the first round on Friday 
night. The Toppers (13-5) fell 
to No. 1-seed Denver, the Lady 
Toppers (9-8) lost to Troy.
“I think we played as well 
as we could play,” coach Jeff 
True said. “We were a little 
overmatched, but I thought we 
competed well.”
The match was called after 
Denver’s Kalle Rosen defeated 
sophomore Quinn Saine at No. 
6 singles to give Denver the 
4-0 win, leaving three singles 
matches unfinished.
The No. 1 singles match 
between sophomore Tommy Krug, 
and Denver’s Adam Holmstrom, 
ranked No. 18 in the country 
according to Collegetennisonline.
com, was at 6-1, 4-3 when Denver 
clinched the win.
“The second set of that match 
was neck and neck,” True said. 
“I don’t know if Tommy would 
have won, but he was able 
to play really close, which is 
encouraging.”
The Lady Toppers also left 
three singles matches unfinished 
after No. 5 seed Troy clinched 
the match with a victory at No. 
2 singles.
Junior Erin Fulkerson was 
leading her match 4-2 and fresh-
man Carrie True was up 5-4 
when the match was called.
“Troy was the best team 
we’ve played all season by far,” 
coach True said. “And I think 
our singles stepped up more 
than they have all season.”
Both Denver and Troy 
clinched the doubles point 
before the No. 1 match was 
completed.
Fulkerson said that since 
both matches were called, the 
teams feel as though they have 
unfinished business.
“We played really well at 
conference, but not our best,” 
she said. “We have a lot more 
work to do.”
Coach True said this year’s 
underclassmen have performed 
better than expected, and he 
thinks the team will be able to 
improve from this season.
He also hopes to land a 
strong recruiting class in the 
next few weeks.
“We have some really good 
players coming back, and we’re 
looking for a big year,” he said. 
“This year’s seniors had the 
best records in recent memory, 
and we think it’s going to be 
better next year.”




















Men’s Golf at Sun Belt 
Conference champion-
ship, Florence, Ala.
Women’s Golf at 




Baseball vs Kentucky, 6 
p.m., Nick Denes Field
Men’s Golf at Sun Belt 
Conference champion-
ship, Florence, Ala. 
Women’s Golf at 
Sun Belt Conference 
championship, Muscle 
Shoals, Ala.
Softball at Belmont, 1 
p.m.
▼ Friday
Baseball at Florida 
Atlantic, 6 p.m.
Track & Field at Drake 
Relays Des Moines, 
Iowa 
▼ Saturday
Track & Field at Drake 
Relays, Des Moines, 
Iowa
Track & Field at Butler 
Relays, Indianapolis
Baseball at Florida 
Atlantic, 3 p.m.
Softball at South 
Alabama, 1 p.m.
When Western hosted almost 50 women 
on Saturday morning as part of its annual 
women’s football clinic, coach David Elson 
made one thing clear very early:
He told the women in attendance not 
to come back during the season with 
advice for Elson from what they had 
learned at the clinic.
And through the full-day clinic, the 
women learned plenty.
The women went through specific ses-
sions regarding everything from offense 
to strength and conditioning, as well as 
refereeing basics and even participated 
in a scrimmage at day’s end.
According to Elson, the clinic had been 
in the works for the last three or four years, 
but really got organized by strength and 
conditioning coach Jim Nowell’s wife, 
Linda.
“I think once you get women involved 
they are going to want to come to foot-
ball games with their husbands,” Linda 
Nowell said. 
Elson said that he believes in the say-
ing that where the women go, the men 
will follow, hinting that as they try to dip 
into another fan base with the women, 
the men will follow the lead.
Members of the men’s soccer team, 
alumni and former players will be repre-
sented by former Western soccer player 
Doug Gorman Thursday at the Board of 
Regents meeting as they try to make one 
last plea to bring the team back.
Attorney Rick Evans, who represents 
the former players, said he contacted the 
Board of Regents about having five or six 
people speak on behalf of the team at the 
meeting. However, they were only grant-
ed permission for one person to speak.
According to Gorman, he will be 
given five minutes to speak.
“I will relay issues with the elimi-
nation and solutions the alumni have 
that could possibly sway that decision,” 
Gorman said.
According to sophomore defender 
Tim Muessig, the team had talked about 
showing up at the meeting to make their 
presence known, but as of Monday 
afternoon hadn’t decided whether or 
not a large group of them were going to 
show up.
The men’s soccer team cut was 
announced on Feb. 1 as part of Western’s 
attempt to meet the mandatory 3 per-
cent budget cuts ordered by Gov. Steve 
Beshear because of an imbalance in the 
state budget.
After the cut, the team and its sup-
porters protested outside of President 
Gary Ransdell’s house on Feb. 5.
Men’s soccer was a Sun Belt-sup-
ported sport when Western joined the 
conference, but the Sun Belt eliminat-
ed men’s soccer after the 1996 athletic 
season. The team joined the Missouri 
Valley Conference in September 
1997. 
Athletics Director Wood Selig said 
the soccer team was at a disadvantage 
because it had the smallest travel and 
operating budget in its conference.
In their final game of their spring sea-
son, the Toppers beat Kentucky 2-0.
Neither junior midfielder Dustin 
Downey, who led much of the campaign 
to try to bring the team back, nor head 
coach David Holmes could be reached 
for comment.
Check wkuherald.com for a live blog 
on the Board of Regents meeting and 
more on the soccer cut.
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Junior outfielder Chad Cregar does one 
thing better than any other current Topper.
Cregar hits home runs. A lot.
So far this season, he has hit 15.
Cregar doesn’t really pay much atten-
tion to the fact that many people would 
consider him to be one of the “power hit-
ters” on the team.
“After everything with my knee going 
on, my job is to hit,” Cregar said. “So 
(coach Chris Finwood) sticks me in the 
lineup, knowing I can’t run real well. So 
hopefully, I’m just stepping up and doing 
what’s best for the team.”
The record for the most home runs in a 
single season at Western was set by Rob 
Tomberlin in 1985 with 27.
With 15 games left in the regular sea-
son, Cregar would almost need one home 
run for every game.
With 15 home runs, Cregar sits at 10th 
place on the all-time single-season home 
run list.
Cregar also leads the team in batting 
average (.360) and is second on the team 
with 58, behind fellow big bat in sopho-
more third baseman Wade Gaynor who 
has 59 hits and 10 home runs of his own. 
Cregar is not looking for a home run 
every time he steps into the batter’s. 
Instead, the junior-college transfer 
from Northwest Mississippi Community 
College is just looking for a good 
approach on the ball and to make con-
tact, he said.
Cregar’s stellar bat helps propel Toppers
RYAN CAREY
Herald reporter




of the Western swim 
team were named to 
the Collegeswimming.
com Mid-Major All-
America teams as hon-
orable mentions.
Five Lady Toppers 
made the list, includ-
ing freshmen Claire 
Alexandre, Claire 
Donahue, Brittany Doss 
and Chelsea Stephens, 
and junior Jessica 
Aspinall.
Senior Francis 
Gilmore and sophomore 
Sean Penhale represent 
the Toppers on the list.
Each of Western’s 
honored swimmers 
earned an NCAA “B” 
time during the 2007-
2008, meaning their 
times could have quali-
fied them for the NCAA 
tournament.
If not for the word “April” 
appearing on calendars across 
campus, or finals looming 
in the not-too-distant future, 
Saturday night’s Red vs. White 
Spring Scrimmage might have 
appeared to be a meaningful 
regular season game.
Greek organizations held 
signs and cheered loudly 
for athletes on both sides. 
Defensive players delivered 
hard hits, and with 18 seconds 
left, redshirt freshman Bobby 
Rainey scored to give his team 
the hard-fought 23-21 win.
“I was just excited to get 
back on the field, because 
I had to redshirt last year,” 
Rainey said. “So after red-
shirting, that was just boring, 
so I decided to give it my 
all out here for the spring 
game.”
With the White team trail-
ing 21-17 with 10 minutes to 
play, sophomore quarterback 
K.J. Black led the team on 
a 16-play, 74-yard drive that 
culminated in Rainey taking 
a direct-snap option play into 
the endzone for the winning 
score.
Coach David Elson said 
that since the game was played 
with a running clock, he knew 
that play would be the last of 
the game.
“It’s something that we had 
just installed on Wednesday,” 
he said. “It turned out to be 
the winning play, so I’d say 
we’ll probably keep that in the 
playbook.”
The Red team got on the 
board with the only score of 
the first quarter when sopho-
more running back Tyrell 
Hayden ran it in following a 
10-play, 60-yard drive.
Both teams scored on their 
first possessions of the sec-
ond quarter, and sophomore 
placekicker Zac Minturn 
booted a 35-yard field goal 
with 8:18 left in the half to 
make the score 14-10 Red at 
halftime.
With 4:41 remaining in 
the third quarter, junior Jessie 
Quinn caught a nine-yard pass 
from Black to give the White 
team their first lead of the 
game at 17-14.
Hayden responded with his 
third touchdown of the game 
on the next drive, making the 
score 21-17 with 3:39 left in 
the third quarter.
The Red team was driving 
with about 10 minutes left in 
the fourth quarter when junior 
Jon Belcher stopped sopho-
more quarterback Brandon 
Smith on a third-and-long, set-




Final play heroics give White win over Red




Lady Topper volleyball 
hosts spring tournament.
www.wkuherald.com
Most home runs in a 
single season
1. Rob Tomberlin, 1985  27
2. John Clem, 1985  25
3. Mike Williams, 1980  23
4. Mike Williams, 1981  21
    Mike Roy, 1985  21
6. Paul Knuth, 1981  19
7. T.J. Freeman, 1999  18
8. Ralph Antone, 1982  17
9. Walt McThenney, 1980    16
    Chris Turner, 1988  16
    C.J. Martin, 1996  16
10. Chad Cregar, 2008  15
DANIEL HOUGHTON/HErALD
Freshman wide receiver Derrius Brooks struggles to grab a 
pass that was knocked away by freshman tight end Tristan 
Jones during Saturday night’s annual red vs. White game. 
DANIEL HOUGHTON/HErALD
Junior designated hitter Chad Cregar has hit 15 home runs this season, placing him 10th on the all-time single season home run 














The Women of 
Western hosted a 
conference about 
the achievements of 
women and the future.
PAGE 2B
“Sexism and racism 
and other problems all 
have the same underly-
ing theme. When we 
fight sexism or racism, 
we create a better 
society, not just for 








▼ A Night of 
Healing
A concert was held 
Thursday to raise 
awareness about 
suicide, depression, 




“We want to make 
Western more involved 
as a campus in political 
affairs. Most people 
leave our organization 
because they lose 
interest when things 
aren’t as active. We 
want to have more 
events and speakers..”
Shane Noem





“I wait for this day all 
year. I used to dance in 
high school and it’s not 
every day you get to 
do something like this 






Chris Brown, Jay-Z, Justin 
Timberlake, Britney Spears and 
Destiny’s Child, among other art-
ists from the last two decades, 
made appearances in Van Meter 
Auditorium Sunday night.
The artists had Chi Omega 
sorority jiving to Avril Lavigne 
in bright colors and zebra tank 
tops while Kappa Sigma fraterni-
ty lived in a “Barbie World” and 
MMMBopped their way across 
stage.
Phi Mu sorority showed their 
grills and Sigma Kappa soror-
ity broke down the London 
Bridge. Sigma Phi Epsilon frater-
nity caused a boy band feud and 
showed they were survivors. 
And it was all for the annual 
Greek dancing and singing com-
petition, Spring Sing. The compe-
tition officially kicked off Greek 
Week, the largest Greek event of 
the year. 
Each Greek group who places 
in the competition will earn points 
that will be added to the total 
points they earn during Greek 
Week.
The winners will be announced 
on April 27.
This year’s theme was “NOW 
that’s Spring Sing,” showcasing 
Greek talent with songs selected 
from the NOW CD collections 
from the past decade. Those CDs 
are compilations of popular songs 
at the time they’re released.
At 5 p.m., Alpha Gamma Rho 
fraternity started the production 
with hits from NOW number 9, 
including songs from 2001. 
Whitney Huffman, a sopho-
more from Orlando, Fla., and a 
Chi Omega member, said that 
although the choreography had 
been developed in sections, it was 
worth it.
“We watched a lot of videos 
and the girls really came together 
to work really hard to show every-
body what we can do,” Huffman 
said. “The energy from the crowd 
was so overwhelming that my 
legs were shaking the whole time, 
but it was worth it.”
Bowling Green senior Kori 
Beck, and fellow Chi Omega 
member, agreed with Huffman, 
who said the performance was 
memorable.
“I wait for this day all year,” 
Beck said. “I used to dance in 
high school and it’s not everyday 
you get to do something like this 
in college. It was so much fun.”
Louisville sophomore Josh 
Mabry, and a member of Sigma 
Nu fraternity, said he dances fre-
quently, but said the feeling that 





Through a light rain and a brisk, 
chilling wind, about 100 people 
marched Saturday from Cherry Hall 
to the DUC South Lawn, balloons and 
whistles in hand.
The inaugural Waiora Team Global 
Autism Awareness Festival, organized 
by the Clinical Education Complex at 
Western, kicked off with Big Red 
leading the participants down College 
Heights Boulevard to the South Lawn, 
where inflatable rides, information 
booths, food stands and live music 
awaited them.  
A 500-balloon release for autism 
awareness also marked the event.  
The CEC works to help improve 
the quality of life for members of 
the community with disabilities, and 
their services include group interven-
tions, speech and language therapy, 
and social interactions organized by 
groups like the Kelly Autism Program, 
said Mary Lloyd Moore, director of the 
CEC and chair of the committee that 
planned and executed the festival.  
The CEC also includes the Early 
Childhood Center, Family Counseling 
Clinic, Acquired Brain Injury Resource 
Program, and Communication 
Disorders Clinic.  
Bowling Green Mayor Elaine 
Walker started the event at the top 
of the Hill by making a short speech, 
praising the contributions of people 
such as Suzanne Vitale, who led fund-
raising efforts for the CEC.
“You can’t measure the contri-
bution Suzanne Vitale has made in 




Festival raises autism awareness
Alpha Delta Phi sorority members start their dance at Spring Sing. The women made most of their own costumes and backdrops.
LOREN SmITh/hERALD
During Saturday’s Autism Awareness Festival, Austyn Smith, 3, came out to play in 
support of her older brother Jacob Smith. 
That’s what I call
Jenna Smith/herald
S e e S I N G ,  p a g e  8 B
S e e F E S T I V A L ,  p a g e  3 B
Jennifer Kane, a junior from Lawrence, Kan., performs
a routine to Justin Timberlake’s song, “SexyBack,” with 
her sisters from Sigma Kappa sorority.
LaGrange junior Meredith Schulz puts on Bowling 
Green junior Lane Satterthwaite’s final touches to her 
make-up.
Indianapolis junior Wes Calhoun performs an inter-
lude with his brother from the Phi Delta Theta frater-
nity into Now 3.
Jenna Smith/herald Loren Gifford/herald
Loren Gifford/herald
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Becky Bennett, director of 
the Career Services Center, 
stood in front of a group of 
women Friday afternoon in 
Downing University Center’s 
Cupola Room. “Today I want to 
take a look at strong and beauti-
ful women, and where we are 
today,” she said.
Bennett was just one of five 
speakers chosen to be a part of the 
Women of Western Conference: 
“Generations of Women Moving 
History Forward.”
The conference, aimed to 
recognize the achievements of 
women in the areas of science, 
community, government, lit-
erature, sports and medicine, 
was presented by Housing and 
Resident Life and the women’s 
studies department. 
The conference attracted 
about 20 women of all ages. 
They participated in three ses-
sions throughout the after-
noon in which speakers spoke 
about issues such as women’s 
employment, involvement in 
politics and voting, leadership 
and social and global issues.
Bennett started off the mini-
conference with a PowerPoint 
presentation telling women 
about careers and employment 
and how they pertained to wom-
en’s issues.
She explained that women 
make up about 46 percent of the 
total United States labor force, 
but that women only make 76 
percent of what men earn. She 
also explained how those chal-
lenges will effect women in the 
workforce.
“I want women to have a 
clearer understanding of the 
paths that will help make them 
more successful, whether they 
are in the family setting or work 
setting,” she said. “I want them 
to know they can be successful 
and help give them a sense of 
identity.”
Gilbert Hall Director Karla 
Perez-Velez, adviser of Women 
of Western, a themed living 
option that provides a safe space 
where women can develop, said 
the conference was a perfect 





but is welcome 
to all residents 
of Gilbert, Perez-
Velez said.
“I think it is 
important for 
women to voice 
their opinion and 
get involved so 
they can make a 
difference in oth-
ers’ lives,” Perez-
Velez said. “The 
goal of WOW is 
to make a differ-
ence one woman 
at a time.”
Hannah Niemietz, a sopho-
more from Hendersonville, 
Tenn., attended the conference 
in hopes of learning more about 
women’s studies and the issues 
women still face today and how 
they can change them.
“Sexism and racism and 
other problems all have the 
same underlying theme,” she 
said. “When we fight sexism or 
racism, we create a better soci-
ety, not just for women but for 
everyone.”
Niemietz said she agreed 
that women should be more 
informed and want to learn 
about issues that face them 
today, such as sexual discrimi-
nation and societal perceptions 
of women being sex objects and 
the “lesser sex.”
Shannon Hicks, a junior 
from Nitro, W. Va., said she 
joined WOW because she is 
a resident assistant in Gilbert 





ple don’t know 
that women still 
have problems 
with inequality, 
and mental and 
physical health. 
She hopes the 
WOW program 
will make some 
people more 
aware of those 
problems.
“I feel very 
privileged to be 
a part of such an 
awesome pro-
gram that is just in the beginning 
stages,” Hicks said. “Women 
have so much to contribute to 
society that people just can’t 
ignore the ideas of half of the 
population.”
Reach Alex Booze 
at diversions@chherald.com.
Western Women gain strength 




“Sexism and racism 
and other problems 
all have the same 
underlying theme. 
When we fight 
sexism or racism, 
we create a better 
society, not just 
for women but for 
everyone.”
— Hannah Niemietz
 Hendersonville, Tenn. sophomore
BriaNa ScroggiNS/Herald
Saundra Ardrey, the head of the political science department, spoke about world wide women’s 
issues during the Women of Western gathering at downing University center on Friday. assistant
Psychology Professor lakeisha Meyer  was one of the participants at the event.
Herald@work the applications dueAPRIL 25
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What happens when sound 
meets the ears? When the strum 
of a guitar and the vibrations 
of a melodious voice echoes 
throughout an auditorium? 
What happens is a connec-
tion that joins everyone together 
as one. It also becomes a chance 
to heal, a chance for enjoyment 
and a chance to support many 
who are in need of rescuing.
A Night of Healing was the 
connection that brought people 
to DUC Theater on Thursday. 
The event was a free concert 
to build support for To Write 
Love On Her Arms, a non-profit 
movement dedicated to present-
ing hope and finding help for 
those struggling with depres-
sion, addiction, cutting and sui-
cide.
The Counseling and Testing 
Center, Housing and Residence 
Life and the Baptist Campus 
Ministry Social Justice spon-
sored the event.
A Night of Healing is meant 
to be more than just a free con-
cert. Its slogan of hope, music, 
conversation, art and love tells 
what the event is really about. 
Speakers told listeners that 
there are ways to stop the bleed-
ing. One main goal was to show 
audience members that rescue 
is possible by telling the tales of 
ordinary people who suffered 
life-threatening problems and 
have found relief.
The concert featured music 
by Jon Russellburg, Backseat 
Goodbye and Micah. When the 
music wasn’t playing, past-suf-
ferers told about their problems 
with the dangers that the event 
sought to stop. 
Band members said that they 
were in support of the event. They 
shared their love and music.
Bowling Green sophomore 
Jacquelyn Wallace and the lead 
singer for Micah spoke briefly 
on the difficulties of overcom-
ing depression. 
Wallace wanted to show oth-
ers that there are ways to beat 
life-controlling issues. 
She said she hopes that her 
participation in the event was 
a way to show sufferers that 
they aren’t the only ones with 
problems.
“I just like the message that 
there still is hope,” Wallace said.
Wallace’s fellow band mem-
ber, drummer Darrick Cline said 
that the concert was spectacular. 
Cline said that the band enjoys 
playing in on campus events.
“We were happy to come 
and play for them again, it was 
awesome,” Cline said.
Cline said that A Night of 
Healing can potentially help a lot 
of people. He felt that the event’s 
atmosphere was exciting.
“It was really built up,” Cline 
said, “There was a lot of energy.”
Others in the audience played a 
large role in supporting the event. 
Lexington junior Hannah 
Groves is involved with BCM 
Social Justice and was there to 
support others who are going 
through rough times. Groves also 
wanted to attend because she is a 
friend with members of Micah. 
She said that each band did 
well, was enjoyable and con-
tributed in a large part to the 
success of the event. 
Groves said she highly 
approves of the To Write Love 
On Her Arms movement. Groves 
said that it’s important to check 
the organization out, even if a 
person simply finds more infor-
mation about the group.
Groves said that people 
need to know that they can be 
helped with their struggles. She 
wants those people to feel loved 
because they aren’t the only 
ones. Groves said that there are 
ways toward help and recovery. 
For some, A Night of Healing 
may be that first step.
Reach Ryan Franklin
at diversions@chherald.com.





C o n t i n u e d f r o m p a g e  1 B
through those doors, they 
come out with hope. They are 
changing lives.”
Moore also praised Vitale.
“Without Suzanne Vitale, 
the CEC would not 
be here,” Moore 
said.  
About 1.5 million 
people nationwide 
and 2,415 in 







the turnout at 
the festival was 
“heartwarming.”
Michelle Green-
wood  attended with 
her 19- and 17-year-
old sons with autism.
Greenwood said 
education was the 
greatest benefit 
brought by the festival.
Greenwood added that she 
thinks the public is much more 
aware of autism and it’s effects 
than they were when her sons 
were diagnosed.
Some, like Rob Bybee, said 
the public still could be more 
educated about autism.  Bybee 
attended with his son Parker, 6, 
who was diagnosed with autism 
when he was 2 years old.
“Not a lot of people know 
about it,” Bybee said.
Bryan Burgess and his son 
Bradley, 10, were at the event to 
support a friend.
“Our neighbor 
has one autistic 
child and we came 
with them,” Bryan 
said. “[The child] 
is in a class with 
Bradley, so it’s 
really neat to get 





was the part of the 
festival he liked 
the most.
Karen Thomas 




at football games 
when they had 
the inflatables,” Thomas said. 
“Today, since everything is 
geared towards special needs 
children, I don’t have to tell him 
not to play.”   




bor has one 
autistic child 
and we came 
with them. 
[The child] is 
in a class with 
Bradley, so it’s 
really neat to 






At the A Night of Healing event, Chad Sugg, more commonly 
known as Backseat Goodbye, came to campus to perform some 
of his songs in support of the organization To Write love on Her 
Arms. “It is a good organization,” Sugg said. “They’re out there 
actually doing some good for people.” 
COM
wkuherald
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The three candidates for 
mayor debated at Bowling 
Green Junior High last night.
WBKO anchor Gene Birk 
moderated the debate, asking 
candidates questions about issues 
including the downtown rede-
velopment, finances, a smoking 
ban and traffic problems.
Commissioner Brian Strow, 
former Police Chief Jerry Wells 
and current Mayor Elaine 
Walker responded to Birk’s 
final question about Western 
students.
Strow, an associate profes-
sor of economics, said the town 
needs to be made more pedes-
trian and biker friendly, because 
not all students have cars. He 
also wants to see the city offer 
more internships and volunteer 
opportunities for students.
Wells said he was proud of 
being a Western  graduate and 
hopes that current students will 
have experiences that will make 
them proud of the city as well.
Walker said she hopes the 
city and the university can con-
tinue to work together through 
downtown redevelopment and 
transportation programs.
“We have a wonderful com-
munity and I hope that together 
we can bring it to new heights,” 
Walker said.      
Each candidate had two 
minutes for an opening state-
ment before Birk’s questioning 
began.
Strow opened by saying that 
he would like to focus on finan-
cial responsibility, economic 
efficiency and improving ser-
vices.
Wells said in his opening that 
many of the public’s needs and 
voices are going unheard under 
the current administration.
“I know what this city is, 
I know what it has been and I 
know what it can be,” Wells 
said.
Walker opened by focusing 
on her achievements as mayor, 
including bringing 18 new com-
panies to the region and getting 
the City Commission to com-
mit more money for road and 
sidewalk construction than ever 
before.
Birk asked candidates why 
people would come to Bowling 
Green after downtown redevel-
opment created a performing 
arts center and ballpark when 
they could go to Nashville or 
Louisville instead.
Strow said he isn’t sure peo-
ple will come, and that was 
why he voted against downtown 
redevelopment the first year, 
but changed his position after 
the city had a chance to receive 
money from Tax Increment 
Financing.
Wells said there’s no guar-
antee that people will come, but 
with gas prices on the rise, they 
will not want to travel as far as 
Nashville or Louisville.
Walker said she made sure 
the city’s money was safe 
before committing to the bonds 
for downtown redevelopment, 
so that financial problems will 
not arise even if the downtown 
redevelopment isn’t successful.
Citizens will narrow the 
three candidates to two at the 
May 20 primary, also the day 




The University Senate 
voted down the proposed 
plus/minus grading system on 
Thursday, about a year after 
approving the policy. 
The policy would weight let-
ter grades based on the addition 
of a plus or minus. For example, 
a B- would correlate with a 2.7 
GPA, and a B+ would correlate 
with a 3.3 GPA.
The University Senate 
voted 31-27 against imple-
menting the policy.
The senate had voted in 
favor of the policy last spring, 
but Provost Barbara Burch 
rejected it.
Burch said previously that 
she was concerned the policy 
would hurt students more than 
it helped them.
Burch said she was also 
concerned that pluses weren’t 
added to A grades and the pol-
icy wasn’t evenly embraced 
across campus.
A grades were added 
to the policy voted on by 
the University Senate on 
Thursday.
But the addition was one 
of two factors that University 
Senate President Patricia 
Minter said led to the vote 
against the proposal.
Minter said senate mem-
bers didn’t think the policy 
should have included A grades, 
because it would inflate stu-
dents’ grades.
Senators also shared 
Burch’s concern about uneven 
adoption that the policy would 
allow.
Student Government 
Association President Jeanne 
Johnson said the policy would 
create academic inequality. 
Johnson said the policy 
would have to be adopted by 
every professor on campus to 
ensure that the system would 
be fair. 
Johnson said she presented 
surveys at the meeting that 
showed students and faculty 
had problems with the pro-
posed system.
SGA conducted a silent 
protest at the meeting, in 
which campuswide organiza-
tions were asked to send one 
representative to show their 
opposition to the proposed 
grading system.   
SGA also voted against 
the proposal last spring and 
protested outside a University 
Senate meeting.
Minter said that she thought 
SGA resistance to the grading 
system was inappropriate. 
“I am very troubled that 
some in student leadership 
seem to think that academ-
ic mediocrity was the stan-
dard for the future of WKU,” 
Minter said.   
Skylar Jordan, SGA chief 
of staff, said he was pleased 
with the University Senate’s 
vote against the proposal. 
“For five-and-a-half years 
this has been an issue on cam-
pus, and this is the first time 
that the University Senate 
voted it down,” Jordan said. 
Jordan said the University 
Senate’s vote would keep the 
policy from resurfacing any-
time soon. 
Minter said that she thought 
that plus/minus grading was 
a step toward increasing 
Western’s academic standing 
and hoped that the issue would 
arise again soon. 
Reach Neil Siders 
at news@chherald.com.
BOWLING GREEN
Mayoral candidates Brian 
Strow and Jerry Wells and 
incumbent Elaine Walker pre-
pare for the mayoral forum last 
night. “My blood will always 
run Hilltopper red,” said Strow 
about of attracting Western 
students to the downtown area. 
Mayoral candidates prepare 
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®
                                 Must Purchase 3 Pizzas  •  Offer Expires 6-30-08
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut locations. Not valid in
combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Carryout or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. 
Delivery charge may apply.
PHOTOS BY JOY LEWIS
Western men in sixth place, 
Lady Toppers in 11th after 
one day of tournament play
Western golfer Brent Long 
is tied for second after the 
first round of the Sun Belt 
Conference Championship at 
the Robert Trent Jones “The 
Fighting Joe” Course.
The Toppers rank sixth out 
of 12 teams for the team title. 
Louisiana-Lafayette leads the 
field at eight-under-par.
Western will be on the course 
again tomorrow for second-
round action. 
The Lady Toppers are in 
11th place after the first day of 
the tournament, just one stroke 
behind Troy. 
Four-time defending champi-
on Denver is comfortably lead-
ing the field with a 17-stroke 
advantage over three teams tied 
for second place.
Junior Lauren Scholl led 
the way for the Lady Toppers, 
firing a 78 for the day, good 
enough to put her in a three-way 
tie for 18th place in a field of 54 
golfers.
The Somerset native is eight 
strokes behind the tournament’s 
top scorers, Katie Kempter and 
Stephanie Sherlock, both of 
Denver.
The Lady Toppers will tee off 
to begin tomorrow’s second round 






On Saturday, Western’s American Humanics student organization partnered with Lost River 
Cave and Valley to complete a 300-hour community service project.  Western students, along 
with members of the community, volunteered at Lost River Cave to participate in an invasive 
plant removal project.  The group pulled the vine-like plant, winter creeper from the ground near 
the cave and river.  Winter creeper grows over the native plants in the park, and is one of the 
six species of pest plants that the cave management hopes to remove from the 68-acre park 
within the next five years. 
(Below) Beaver Dam sophomore Alex Horton, a geology major, frees a winter creeper from the 
bank during the invasive plant removal in celebration of Earth Day on Saturday at Lost River 
Cave and Valley.
LOST RIVER
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Summers




in 10 sessions of 
summer school:
• Full SeSSion:
	 May 12 – August 9
•	 NKU also offers a variety of
five- to eight-week sessions.		
To see session dates please
visit: https://express.nku.edu
• Small class sizes
• Many available sessions to 
choose from
• Progress in your chosen 
degree program
• Get individualized attention




for Summer & Fall 2008







The dark room was filled 
with students who laughed as 
their attention remained focused 
on the big screen.
These students gathered at 
Mass Media and Technology 
Hall auditorium on Sunday to 
watch the film “Super High Me” 
in honor of the date of April 20, 
or 4/20, a combination of num-
bers that has associations with 
marijuana and drug culture.
“Super High Me” is a docu-
mentary featuring comedian 
Doug Benson and his 30-day 
period of smoking marijuana. 
Luke Gilbert, a senior from 
Knoxville, Tenn., and an orga-
nizer of the event, said that this 
was one of the first widespread 
comedies about marijuana use.
Gilbert said the documentary 
was amusing, but at the same 
time, it focused on the medical 
aspects of marijuana use.
“If a doctor is willing to risk 
his medical license, no one else 
should be able to tell him other-
wise,” Gilbert said.
Fort Thomas sophomore 
Collin Turner said that the docu-
mentary was “pretty sweet” and 
it had a funny look on things 
concerning marijuana. 
Turner agrees that marijua-
na should be legalized to help 
sick people who need it for 
survival.
“It’s like saying that Tylenol 
should be illegal,” Turner said. 
According to the documen-
tary, law enforcement took 
away all medical marijuana in 
west Hollywood, causing strikes 
and controversy.
Minnesota State Sen. John 
Marty said that he never smoked 
marijuana before, but he agrees 
with the use of medical mari-
juana because it helps people 
in pain.
Benson had to smoke all day 
every day for 30 days in the 
film.
“It has been super awesome,” 
he said in the film.
Benson also visited Temple 
420, located in Hollywood, 
Calif.
“It’s a whole service built 
around why the Lord is good 
and weed,” Benson said.
They showed how Benson’s 
mathematical knowledge 
decreased while he was under 
the influence of marijuana. He 
also couldn’t drive and had oth-
ers drive him around. 
There are various theories on 
the origin of 4/20, according to 
concept420.com.
Some people said that 4/20 
originated from a police code 
that announces marijuana use is 
taking place. Some said that a 
group of students in the 1970s 
made 4:20 p.m. their official 
meeting time to smoke after 
school, according to the site.
Gilbert said that there are a 
lot of stories about it and that 
most of them sound cool, but 
aren’t necessarily true.
Gilbert said that the story 
that makes the most sense is 
the one about a group of people 
from California who met and 
smoked at 4:20 and afterward 
traveled the country to spread 
the word to others.
Gilbert also said that April 
20 is a day for him to be with 
friends and just have a good 
time.
Covington freshman Jill 
Daniels said that 4/20 has a lot 
of different meanings.
She said that it’s a nationally 
celebrated holiday, but that she 
treats it like any other day. But 
others may have not treated it 
that way.
“There were less people in 




Students spend 4/20 




A student watches a showing of “Super High Me” on Sunday at Mass Media and Technology Hall 
auditorium.
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WHAT’S YOUR STORY?
“IDK My BFF George?” 
“Annoy a Liberal. Work hard 
and be happy.”
“I believe the best social pro-
gram is a job.”
Those are just a few bum-
per stickers one could find 
on Union sophomore Shane 
Noem’s Facebook page. 
Most of the applications on 
his page are about supporting the 
Republican party. But his involve-
ment with politics goes beyond 
the online social network.
Noem is the president 
of College Republicans. 
He has connected the group 
to the Student Government 
Association to get a dialogue 
between SGA and the student 
body.
“We want to make sure 
everybody is on the same page,” 
Noem said. “We want to create 
relationships with SGA to gain 
more student opinions for the 
Frankfort budget.”
Noem’s main goal with the 
College Republicans is to get 
more Republican supporters 
at Western to get a candidate 
elected to office, both on the 
local and national level. 
“We want to make Western 
more involved as a campus in 
political affairs,” he said. “Most 
people leave our organization 
because they lose interest when 
things aren’t as active. We want to 
have more events and speakers.”
The College Republicans 
have been e-mailing presiden-
tial candidate John McCain’s 
campaign to convince his cam-
paign workers to allow him to 
visit campus the Wednesday of 
finals week. 
“We are trying to get more 
support here for the Republican 
party,” he said. “Bowling Green 
has been a large, strong force for 
conservative values. We want to 
reach out and make sure there 
are voices on those values.”
Shepherdsville junior Sara 
Miller, College Republicans 
treasurer, said that Noem brings 
great enthusiasm to projects for 
the group.
“Shane represents Western 
well,” Miller said. “I know 
seniors and graduates who are 
not as responsible and well pre-
sentable as Shane, who is only a 
sophomore.”
Scott Lasley, assistant 
political science professor and 
Noem’s adviser, said that Noem 
is a very dependable student.
“Not only does he help 
out, he does an excellent job,” 
Lasley said. “Shane is going 
to be a great asset in helping 
College Republicans achieve its 
goals this upcoming year.”
Noem has been working out-
side of campus to strengthen 
his involvement with politics. 
He will be interning at the 
Warren County Justice Center 
for Kentucky congressman Ron 
Lewis this summer.
He was recently voted secre-
tary of the Kentucky Federation 
of College Republicans.
Noem said he hopes to con-
tinue his involvement in politics 
beyond graduation. He wants to 
be a campaign manager or press 
secretary. He may even run for 
office.
“I’ve been a boy scout since 
I was younger and grew up to 
appreciate public service,” he 
said. “I am for civil engage-
ment and want to achieve that 
through politics.”
He would like to start con-
versations about gun control 
and the war in Iraq, two of 
the national issues that he feels 
most strongly about. He is also 
passionate about lowering col-
lege tuition and better organiz-
ing the state budget.





important to College 
Republican president 
For about an hour every 
Tuesday and Thursday since 
the Valentine’s Dance on 
Feb. 15, Western’s jazz band 
has rehearsed for this perfor-
mance.
Saturday at the Capitol Arts 
Center the WKU Jazz Band and 
Combo played a free show with 
special guests: John Blount, 
trumpet; Patricia Johnson, 
vocals; and the Greenwood 
High School Jazz Band.
On the Thursday before the 
show, Blount lost his sheet 
music in his luggage. During 
the dress rehearsal, he was 
playing everything from 
memory, said Murf Adams, a 
trumpet player and Greenville 
senior.
Blount, a professional trum-
pet player, recently retired from 
the Commodores, the United 
States Navy’s jazz ensemble.
Alto-sax player and Franklin 
senior Steven Lopez said the 
band had a final rehearsal and 
sound check for the show at 
5:30 p.m. on Saturday.
The final rehearsal was 
shaky, but there was no doubt 
Blount would come through, 
Adams said.
“He was definitely a pro 
player,” he said.
At 6:15 p.m., Greenwood 
took stage for a final rehearsal. 
Western’s band got food. Most 
ate with their parents.
“With a belly full, I was 
ready to play,” Adams said.
The show began at 7:30 p.m. 
The auditorium was full.
Greenwood’s 20-member 
band played three songs. This 
was their second year at the 
Capitol.
The combo took the stage 
and played four songs.
The whole band walked out 
with a minute left in the com-
bo’s final number.
“No butterflies,” Lopez said. 
“I was pumped to see what the 
band would sound like.”
The band played two songs 
with Johnson and four songs 
with Blount.
Adams said when Blount 
played, Adams grinned from ear 
to ear and his eyes got big.
“I couldn’t believe someone 
could play trumpet like that,” 
he said.
Afterward, Lopez said friends 
and family came on stage. 
A lot of people were blown 
away, he said.
“Everything fell together,” 
Lopez said.
Blont was impressed with 
the bands’ performance.
“As the concert went on I felt 
we were really in a groove,” he 
said. “The band really did well 
on some really hard music.”
Bennie Beach, retired music 
professor and band director, and 
his wife attended the show.
“He and his wife said they 
had never been wowed by a col-
lege band before,” he said.
Adams said after the show, 
he ate Mexican food with band 
director Marshall Scott and 
Blount. He listened to Blount’s 
stories from the road.
Scott said it was one of his 
best shows yet, and the band 
provided a free concert at a pro-
fessional level.
“The guest artist added that 
much more,” he said.
Scott said the band will grad-
uate six seniors.
“It was a wonderful way to 
finish,” said Scott. “We’ll see 
what happens next year.”
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“It felt so cool,” Mabry 
said. “I mean, I go to the club 
and dance all the time, but 
nobody is screaming like that 
at me. It is a good feeling to 
show everybody that Sigma 
Nu is still here.”
The kick off to Greek 
Week was a great way to 
bring Greeks together and 
show support for their fellow 
brothers and sisters, said 
Gary Wiser, coordinator of 
Greek Affairs.
“In general, this week 
is about coming together,” 
Wiser said. “It is about 
supporting every one and 
all about promoting Greek 
pride.”
All tickets purchased were 
sold Sunday night, totaling 
more than 1,600 audience 
members. About 1,200 
people attended last year’s 
event, Wiser said.
Every one showed their 
support and high energy this 
year and brought all their 
talent forward, Bowling 
Green senior and Sigma 
Kappa Jill Arnold said.
“All the fraternities came 
out a lot stronger this year,” 
she said. “Everybody came 
out with full force this year. 
It was amazing.”
The other sororities who 
participated were Alpha 
Omicron Pi, Alpha Delta 
Pi and Kappa Delta. The 
fraternities were Sigma Chi, 
Phi Delta Theta, Farmhouse, 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta 
Tau Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha 
and Kappa Alpha Order.
Reach Jill Erwin 
at diversions@chherald.com.
Spring Sing!
That’s what I call
(Above left) Farmhouse fraternity members do handstands during 
practice for Spring Sing. 
(Top right) Kristin Guthrie talks with her other sisters from Alpha 
Delta Phi at practice the day before the Spring Sing. The winners 
of last year’s competition are hoping to regain their title.
(Middle) Alpha Omicron Pi sisters performed to Blink 182’s song 
‘The Rock Show’ from Now 8.
(Bottom) Farmhouse fraternity members are catapulted by their 
brothers into midair during practice for Spring Sing. 
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